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Abstract 

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is responsible for supplying reliable data 

transport service on the TCP/IP stack and for carrying most than 90% of all Internet traffic. 

In addition, the stability and efficiency of the actual TCP congestion control mechanisms 

have been extensively studied and are indeed well known by the networking community. 

However, new Internet applications and functionalities continuously modify its traffic 

characteristics, demanding new research in order to adapt TCP to the new reality of the 

Internet.  

In particular, a traffic phenomenon known as "mice and elephants" has been 

motivating important researches around the TCP. The main point is that the standard TCP 

congestion control mechanisms were designed for elephants leading small flows to 

experience poor performance. This is caused by the exponential behavior of Slow Start 

which often causes multiple packet losses due their aggressive increase. 

This work examines minutely the problems caused by the standard TCP congestion 

control to mice flows as well as it studies the most important proposals to solve them. Thus, 

based on such research studies, a modified TCP startup mechanism was proposed. The 

Burst TCP (B-TCP) is an intuitive TCP modification that employs a responsive congestion 

window growth scheme based on the current window size, to improve performance for 

small flows. Moreover, B-TCP is easy to implement and requires TCP adjustment at the 

sender side only. 

Simulation experiments show that B-TCP can significantly reduce both transfer times 

and packet losses for small flows without causing damage to large flows. 

 

 

Keywords: congestion control, TCP, mice and elephant phenomenon, network simulation  
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Resumo 

O Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) é responsável pelo serviço de transporte confiável de 

dados da pilha TCP/IP e por carregar mais de 90% de todo o tráfego da Internet. 

Adicionalmente, a estabilidade e a eficiência dos mecanismos de controle de 

congestionamento do TCP têm sido extensivamente estudadas e já são conhecidas na 

comunidade de redes. Entretanto, novas aplicações e funcionalidades na Internet mudam as 

características do tráfego, demandando novas pesquisas para adaptar o TCP às novas 

realidades de tráfego na Internet. 

 Particularmente, o fenômeno de tráfego conhecido como “ratos e elefantes” tem 

motivado importantes pesquisas em torno do TCP. A questão é que os mecanismos padrões 

do TCP para controle de congestionamento foram projetados para elefantes o que leva os 

pequenos fluxos a experimentar desempenho ruim. A causa disto é, entre outras, o 

comportamento exponencial do Slow Start que causa, freqüentemente, múltiplas perdas de 

pacotes, devido seu aumento agressivo. 

 Este trabalho examina minuciosamente os problemas causados pelo controle de 

congestionamento do TCP aos fluxos ratos bem como estuda as principais propostas para 

resolver tais problemas. Assim, baseado nestas propostas, um mecanismo diferente para a 

fase inicial do TCP for proposto. O Burst TCP (B-TCP) é uma modificação intuitiva que 

emprega um esquema de crescimento da janela de congestionamento responsável baseado 

no valor atual da janela, visando melhorar o desempenho de fluxos pequenos. Além disso, B-

TCP é de implementação simples e requer ajustes somente no lado do remetente da 

conexão. 

Os experimentos de simulação, considerando tráfego de “cauda pesada”, mostram que 

o B-TCP pode reduzir significativamente ambos o tempo de transferência e as perdas de 

pacotes para os fluxos pequenos sem, no entanto, causar dano aos fluxos grandes. 

 

Palavras-chave: controle de congestionamento, TCP, fênomeno dos ratos e elefantes, 

simulação de redes 
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1 Introduction 
 

“Incipere plurimorum est, perserverare paucorum.” 

Saint Jerome 

Amongst the protocols that compose the TCP/IP stack (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 

Protocol) used in the Internet, the TCP protocol receives special attention as it is responsible for to 

supplying a reliable1 data transport service on the IP layer that, in turn, offers best effort services, 

that is, a service with no guarantee. Much later in its deployment, the congestion control scheme was 

added to the basic service offered by TCP, becoming the de facto transport protocol in the Internet. 

 In September of 1981, a TCP first version become a Internet standard [75], being object of 

many modifications later [18] [50]. These alterations made TCP the most popular transport protocol 

in the Internet [87] [60]. Recent measures over several Internet links have shown that the TCP 

traffic level is greater than that of UDP (User Datagram Protocol) traffic or other transport 

protocols. Studies in some known backbones, for example, gave evidence that about 90% of the 

data traffic is TCP based [42]. 

Figure 1 shows the percentage of traffic (in packets) per protocol measured by Fomenkov et al 

[41] between 1998 and 2003 in twenty four academic sites. In the graphic, each site is represented by 

an acronym in the x-axis and three lines are used to represent the percentage of packets of each 

transport protocol: solid lines for TCP, dashed lines for UDP, and dotted lines for other transport 

protocols. 

The Figure 1 shows clearly that the TCP is predominat over other protocols in most of the 

examined sites, with the percentual of packets varying between 60% and 90% of the total amount of 

packets. For some sites as BUF, BWY and COS the TCP traffic is above 80%. The only case where 

the UDP traffic is greater than TCP is in the NRN site, but the authors of the study does not 

explain this result in their work. 

                                                
1 In this context, the reliability indicates that the transmission has no errors, no losses, no duplications and the packets 
are delivered in a correct order. 
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Figure 1 Percentage of packet per protocols measured in academic networks between 1998 and 2003 [41]. 

As TCP is dominant in the Internet any proposed modification to it can imply in changes of 

the whole Internet behavior. On one hand, it may be seen as an advantage; where a benefit 

incorporated to the TCP would be widely deployed, improving the global Internet performance. On 

the other hand, it can be dangerous; therefore a side effect in the proposed modification (either 

misbehavior or a security threat) would be damaging at the same scale, that is, a global one. 

As said previously, one of the most important offered TCP services is congestion control, 

which is responsible for guaranteeing a fair and efficient use of shared network resources between 

all competing connections and services. Currently, four main algorithms in the TCP protocol make 

this control: Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery. 

The Slow Start mechanism looks for the available bandwidth, increasing exponentially the 

connection transmission rate2 until it reaches a certain threshold. Next, Congestion Avoidance is 

triggered, which increases slowly the transmission rate preventing packet drop (congestion). In the 

case of packet drop, the rate is reduced to half of the actual value and the Slow Start is used again. 

Packet loss detection, mentioned earlier, is triggered by a timer, which registers the time since 

the packet is sent to the network. When this timer exceeds a certain value, TCP assumes that the 

packet is lost and other packet is sent. Another technique for packet loss detection is Fast 

Retransmit. In this case, the scheme uses TCP packet acknowledgements (ACKs) to infer packet 

                                                
2 The “rate” term is used here with didactic objectives, since the TCP uses the sliding window scheme to control the 
offered load. 
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loss. If the connection receives three or more duplicate ACKs, the Fast Retransmit sends the lost 

packet without waiting its timeout. This technique gives more agility to TCP response in case of loss 

events. After the Fast Retransmit, the congestion control uses the Fast Recovery that, differently of 

the timer scheme, calls the Congestion Avoidance phase and not the Slow Start phase. 

The actual TCP congestion control scheme is widely employed, and the benefits of its stability 

and efficiency already have been extensively studied and are known [22]. However, new Internet 

applications and functionalities continuously modified the traffic characteristics, demanding new 

research to adapt TCP to the new reality of the Internet. 

1.1 Motivation 

In addition to the already cited reason, namely the TCP traffic prevalence against others traffic 

types, another motivation for the study of TCP congestion control mechanisms is: the mice and 

elephants phenomenon. 

 The mice and elephants metaphor alludes to a characteristic observed in statistical studies of 

flow populations on heavy-utilized Internet links. These studies show that many flows (mice flows) 

carry few packets (or bytes), and few flows (elephants flows) carry many packets (or bytes). In some 

cases, for example, as little as 0.02% of all flows contribute with more than 59.3% of the total traffic 

volume [64]. 

 It can be said that elephant flows are those that do not only contribute significantly to the 

total load, but also show sufficient time duration, although we do not say that there is a strong 

correlation between the two as there could be elephant flows that do not last long. However, there is 

no consensus on an exact quantitative definition of what elephant or mouse flows are. 

Consequently, many network operators use their own criteria for establishing such a definition. For 

example, a possible quantitative definition of an elephant flow is one that contributes with more of 

0.1% of all sampled packets [64]. 

 In this scenario, the main considered issue is that of TCP being designed for elephants. This 

leaves mice flows receiving unfair treatment relative to network resource sharing. This effect can be 

explained by the following TCP characteristics [47]: 

� The initial and final phases represent a significant amount of the life time for the small flows, 

however it causes minor overhead for large flows. 
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� In the Slow Start phase, TCP examines the available bandwidth through exponential rate 

increase, therefore when there is available bandwidth (no loss), consumption will be 

suboptimal, causing delays to the small flows that are contained solely inside this phase. 

� Each TCP flow examines the available bandwidth in an independent way, even if other 

concurrent flows exist in the path. Therefore each new flow is forced to run the Slow Start 

phase. 

� The TCP Fast Retransmit algorithm is activated when the sender receives three duplicated 

ACKs. However, small flows frequently do not have enough data to generate duplicated 

ACKs, thus retransmission timers are the only way for loss detect. These timers tend to 

increase the latency for small flows. 

� The initial estimate values for the TCP timer are large in practice, therefore the loss of 

initialization packets can increase the delay for small flows [80]. 

Another TCP problem when dealing with small flows is delayed ACK [18]. TCP delays the 

packet acknowledgement in the hope that more packets reach the receiver, avoiding the network 

overload caused by many ACKs. Thus, the delay on receiving ACKs can be simply the result of this 

mechanism. Reducing ACKs traffic in the network, for small flows is therefore a problem, since the 

wait harms it growth. 

The war between mice and elephants allied to TCP prevalence, show the necessity to 

reexamine the TCP congestion control mechanisms, in order to adapt it to the new traffic 

characteristics emerging in the Internet. Thus, this work attempts to give a contribution focusing on 

this challenge. 

1.2 Objective 

The overall objective of this work is to elaborate and evaluate congestion control proposals that 

reduce the problems encountered by small flows. Specifically, there is a need to combine the strong 

points of existent proposals into a single and stronger solution. Such a solution should offer better 

throughput, transfer time, and packet loss response without causing, obviously, damage to large 

flows. The evaluation of such a solution will be made through comparative experiments and the 

measurements of metrics including: scalability, interoperablity [47] and performance. 
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1.3 Work Structure 

This dissertation has been organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the main concepts related to the 

congestion control in computer networks are described. 

Chapter 3 shows the state-of-the-art research in the mice and elephant phenomenon in the 

Internet. Moreover this chapter details the problems of the standard TCP to deal with this 

phenomenon and present the main proposals that try to solve these problems. 

Chapter 4 shows our proposal called Burst TCP (B-TCP) that intends to be a new approach 

for benefiting mice flows. The chapter presents the basic proposal on a stepwise way and derivates, 

by simple simulations, the indicated values for each parameter in the proposed algorithm. 

 In the Chapter 5 the performance of our proposal is evaluated and compared with the 

standard TCP schemes on different scenarios, and the results are discussed. The scenarios 

description also is showed in this chapter. 

 Finally, the conclusions, including the enumeration of the contributions and the future works 

are showed in the Chapter 6. 
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2 Congestion Control 
 

“Naturae enim non imperatur, nisi parendo.” 

Francis Bacon 

In this chapter the main concepts of congestion control will be presented. The chapter starts with a 

discussion on the objectives of using congestion control mechanisms in computer networks. After 

that, it presents a classification of congestion control mechanisms found in literature with some 

examples. Finally, it discusses, in details, the congestion control mechanism used in the Internet: the 

Transmission Control Protocol. 

2.1 What is Congestion? 

Gevros et al [43] define congestion, in the computer networks context, as the situation where user 

demand for resources (bandwidth, for example) exceeds the network capacity. In this state, network 

resources are reduced and network performance decreases. Therefore, some actions must be taken 

to control the congestion. This can be simply be to drop packets, as Internet routers commonly do, 

or can employ complex mechanisms to avoid new flows being admitted in the network, as is the 

case of connection oriented networks. 
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Figure 2 Relation between send rate and throughput 

Figure 2 helps to understand the congestion problem, showing the relationship between the 

users sending rate and the achieved throughput in an IP network. The dashed line in this graphic 
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indicates the theoretical network throughput whereas the solid bolded line represents the actual 

relation being considered. Note that this graphic assumes that users in a network do not employ any 

congestion control mechanism, although they may have a retransmission mechanism based on 

temporization. 

In this example, for small values of sending rate the throughput is directly proportional to it, 

which indicates the absence of congestion in the network. However, next to the “knee” point, router 

queues size and network delay increases significantly, packet dropping can occur, and throughput 

increases slowly. Increasing the send rate the network delay tends also to increase, likely to exceed 

the TCP retransmission timer threshold, causing unnecessary packets retransmission. Thus, packets 

are retransmitted repeatedly, consuming network resources, and possibly many repeated packet 

copies arrive at the destination, consuming more destination resources. This situation is known as 

congestion collapse, having been documented and studied since the first half of the 80’s [66]. 

An intuitive solution for congestion collapse would be to adopt large queues in routers. 

However, Nagle [67] discovered that large routers queue sizes increases congestion. Although this 

strategy decreases loss initially, network delays increase in such way that packet loss will occur, again, 

leading to timer expiration, implying the sending of duplicated packets, and increasing congestion. 

This first form of congestion collapse is the classic form [36]. However, a second form, more 

serious one, occurs when the sending rate reaches the “climb” point. This form is called undelivered 

packets congestion collapse [36], and as send rate and network delay increase, routers loss rate also 

increases. Thus, few packets arrive to destination, and network throughput tends to zero. Another 

problem, in this case, is the wastefulness in the use of network resources. Since any router can, 

eventually, discard a packet that has crossed many others routers in a network, wasting the “effort” 

of these routers in routing the packet. 

 Figure 3 illustrates an example of undelivered packets congestion collapse occurrence. The 

figure shows a ring network with three routers (R1, R2, and R3) connected by equal links with τ  

capacity, and three user nodes (A, B, and C) connected to one router each. Each user had a data 

flow with send rate equals to srcλ  and directed in the following manner: the A flow crosses routers 

R1, R2, and R3, in this order, having as destination node C (black full line); the B flow goes through 

R2, R3 and R1, having A node as destination (grey full line); and the C flow crosses R3, R1, and R2, 

and has node B as its destination (black hatched line). 
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Figure 3 Example of undelivered packets congestion collapse 

Initially, the increase of srcλ  on sender increases directly recλ  on destination, however this 

behavior just occurs while srcλ  is lesser or equal than τ /2. When srcλ  exceeds τ /2 congestion 

starts to occur and  
recλ  decreases. From there, 

recλ  tends to zero as 
srcλ  increases. The cause of it 

is that user packets of nodes that are directly connected to each router have greater probability of 

filling out router queue than others nodes, since the send rate of these nodes is limited by link 

capacity of it original router. 

This example shows that resource consumption can be seriously compromised if no 

congestion control scheme is used since each router has greater probability to discard packets of 

sources not connected directly it, rejecting efforts of other routers in the network. This behavior 

motivates the creation of some congestion control form. 

2.2 Congestion Control Algorithms 

A discussion of existing congestion control algorithms requires the reader to first differentiate 

between the congestion control and the flow control problems. This is necessary because in earlier 

references [12], these two terms were used interchangeably. Their authors argued that the 

mechanisms employed to solve each problem are the same, and therefore they are treated 

indistinguishably. But, in this work, following other consulted references [86][36], these problems 

are considered distinct, since they have clearly different goals.  

 Flow control acts on a point-to-point way and its task is to maintain sender and receiver traffic 

flowing at the same rate, that is, flow control regulates sender rate in order to enable a receiver to 

absorb it. Thus, the only involved agents are sender and receiver and the controlled objects are their 
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resources. In contrast, congestion control involves all agents in a network and its end to end paths, 

in a global way, and it makes sure that its resources are used with good performance and fairness. 

 To facilitate the presentation of different congestion control algorithms, this work classifies 

them according to some aspects found in several others works. Yang and Reddy [93], for example, 

proposed a vast and complete taxonomy based on control theory, employing five categories to 

classify each proposal. Other authors used a simple scheme with three categories [15][54]. 

 Differently from the cited works, this work uses classification aspects instead classification 

classes. The chosen aspects are: the control type, the control agent, the sending load control type, 

and the feedback type. In next sub-sections, each classification aspect is described and some 

algorithms are presented as examples of each class. 

2.2.1 Classification by the control type 

With regard to the control type, assuming a control theoretic approach [93], congestion control 

algorithms can be divided in: open loop congestion control algorithms and closed loop congestion 

control algorithms. The difference between these classes is the necessity of feedback signals 

originated by the controlled environment, the network in this case.  

 The open loop congestion control class does not depend on feedback messages, and makes 

decisions based on local knowledge, such as available bandwidth and queues occupancy for the local 

node. The congestion control mechanisms in this scheme are intended to maintain a rational use of 

the local resources, for this they often use strategies as admission flow control, traffic shaping and 

queue management. Some algorithms in this class are: Isarithmetic method [12], Load Shedding [86], 

and RED [38]. 

 In the closed loop congestion control class, the controller makes decisions based on feedback 

messages. The feedback messages are generated by the network and indicate the actual resource 

status (link bandwidth, for example), thus, controller can adapt its behavior (send rate, for example) 

to the actual state. Some algorithms in this class are: Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance in TCP, 

Explicit Congestion Notification [79], and Choke packets [86]. 

2.2.2 Classification by the control agent 

This aspect classifies congestion control algorithms in accordance with the network agent that 

effectively reduce network congestion and these are grouped in two classes: end-to-end and hop-by-

hop. End-to-end class puts together all algorithms where the control agents are only the sender and 
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the receiver, and intermediate nodes (routers) do not act effectively in congestion situations, that is, 

routers do not take any direct actions to mitigate congestion. However these intermediate nodes can 

help the sender and receiver nodes indirectly, through use of some type of binary feedback scheme 

[77]. Many closed loop algorithms are in this class, as the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance TCP 

algorithms, and the simple version of choke packets. 

 In hop-by-hop algorithms [63], on the other hand, each node is a control agent, that is, 

intermediate nodes are responsible to take actions that diminish congestion. Obviously, in this 

algorithms class, all nodes can control their own sending rate. Consequently, each node needs some 

indication from the neighbors in order to regulate its sending rate. In this class there is the hop-by-

hop choke packets scheme [86], where a choke packet takes effect at every hop it passes through, 

providing quick assistance to the congested node. 

2.2.3 Classification by the sending load control type 

Sending load control type aspect classifies congestion control algorithms according to the form that 

control agents increase or decrease their sending rate. There are two different classes: window based 

algorithms and rate based algorithms.  

 Window based algorithms are the most common. In this class, a sender node employs an 

upper bound on the number of allowed transmit packets that are not yet known to have arrived to 

the receiver. This upper bound is called window. With each arrived packet at the receiver, a special 

message, called permit (ACKs in TCP terminology), is sent. Upon receiving a permit, the sender is 

free to send more packets. Thus, the sender input rate is reduced when permits return slowly, that is, 

the network is congested. TCP is the flagship example of this class. 

 In the rate based class, senders know the explicit rates at which they can send data, and adjust 

the transmission rate by increasing or decreasing the inter-packet gap when receiving rate control 

messages. The traffic rate can be regulated using different techniques as the time window flow [12] 

control or the leaky bucket scheme [86]. The allowed rate may be given to the source during an 

admission flow phase, where the sender negotiates with the border nodes and the rate value depends 

of the actual resource consumption or availability. Alternatively, the rate may be imposed 

dynamically to the source by the network, through, for example, a choke packet scheme. 

2.2.4 Classification by the feedback type 

Previous sub-sections have mentioned that closed loop congestion control algorithms must use 

network feedback to detect network congestion. In these cases, this feedback can be explicit or 
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implicit. In the explicit feedback class, the sender waits to receive specific feedback messages from 

other nodes (receiver or intermediate nodes). These feedback messages can be separate packets or 

piggybacked on receiver data packets, through the use of a few bits in the packet header [78], [79].  

 The implicit feedback class represents together all algorithms that detect network congestion 

without a direct indication of any network agent, that is, these algorithms look for clues that indicate 

network congestion. An example of implicit feedback is the retransmission timeout used in TCP.  

2.3 TCP Congestion Control 

The main algorithms in TCP congestion control was initially proposed by Van Jacobson in 1988 

[48], and it soon had been aggregated to the basic TCP through RFC (Request for Comments) 1122 

in 1989 [18]. Later, in January 1997, the four basic TCP algorithms had been standardized in RFC 

2001 [83]: Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit, and Fast Recovery. Each one of these 

algorithms is described in the next sub-sections. 

2.3.1 Slow Start 

Slow Start is one of the algorithms introduced by classical Jacobson’s paper [48]. The motivation for 

the proposed algorithm is the “self clocking” effect, which limits the amount of data in-transit on a 

connection by the ACKs’ arrival rate. To avoid this, Slow Start gradually increases this amount of 

data. 

 A first Slow Start improvement consisted to add one new window to the TCP sender: the 

congestion window (cwnd). When a new connection is established, cwnd value is set to one segment3, 

and each time an ACK is received, cwnd is increased by one segment. Thus, a TCP sender starts 

transmitting one segment and when it respective ACK is received cwnd grows up two segments, and 

two segments can be sent. After receiving its two respective ACKs, cwnd grows up four segments 

and so on. This behavior provides an exponential growth in relation to round-trip time (RTT), 

although delayed ACKs [83] can modify it. If loss is detected, by timeout expiration, cwnd goes to 

one packet. 

 Other added variable is the Slow Start threshold (ssthresh), which is used to indicate the end of 

slow start phase. This variable can be set arbitrary to a fix value (65535 bytes in [83]) or can use the 

advertised window value4 [5], but it may be reduced in response to congestion situations. While cwnd 

                                                
3 Actual IETF TCP standard [5] indicates the uses of the Sender Mean Segment Size (SMSS). 
4 The advertised window is the limit in the amount of receiver outstanding data. 
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is lesser than ssthresh Slow Start must be used, but when cwnd is greater than ssthresh Congestion 

Avoidance algorithm is used. If cwnd is equal to ssthresh any of algorithms can be used. 

 Another behavior of Slow Start algorithm is that the amount of data sent is the minimum 

between actual cwnd and the receiver advertised window. 

2.3.2 Congestion Avoidance 

When cwnd value exceeds ssthresh, TCP starts the Congestion Avoidance algorithm, which was first 

described in [52]. But Jacobson [48] improved it by using timeouts to indicate packet loss, in 

contrast to [52] that employs a new field in the packet header.  

 The Congestion Avoidance algorithm uses an additive increase/multiplicative decrease 

(AIMD) strategy, that is, when a new non-duplicated ACK arrives to a sender cwnd is increased by 

some value whereas when a loss occurs cwnd is divided by a factor. In actual TCP, cwnd is increased 

by one full-sized segment per RTT, giving a linear growth to cwnd [5], and in a packet loss case, cwnd 

can be halved or set to one segment. If loss is detected by the timeout mechanism cwnd is set to one 

segment, else if it is detected by duplicated ACKs (described in next sections) cwnd is halved. In both 

cases, the ssthresh variable also is modified to the maximum between Fligthsize5/2 and 2*SMSS. 

 In performance terms, the Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance are well known and several 

works have been developed in earlier years in this area. A famous work, for example, was the Chiu 

and Jain theoretical analysis [22], who observed, between other results, that AIMD performance 

converges to an optimal point between fairness and efficiency. 

2.3.3 Fast Retransmit 

The Fast Retransmit algorithm was presented in [48], but it was really described in [49]. This 

algorithm assumes a basic functionality at a TCP receiver: when an out-of-order segment arrives to 

the receiver it should send an immediate ACK to the TCP sender, informing it which is the expected 

segment sequence number.  

 For each out-of-order segment received by a sender, one respective acknowledgement is 

generated. If more than three of these ACKs arrive consecutively to sender, the Fast Retransmit 

algorithm is activated. Thus, after receiving three duplicate ACKs, a sender retransmits the missing 

segment without waiting it retransmission timer expiration. This algorithm speeds up recovery in 

loss situations, since the sender does not need to wait for retransmission timer expiration. 

                                                
5 FlightSize is the amount of non-acknowledged data in a TCP connection 
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2.3.4 Fast Recovery 

The Fast Recovery algorithm works together with the fast retransmit. Thus, when a third duplicate 

ACK is received, a TCP sender set ssthresh to the maximum between Fligthsize/2 and 2*SMSS. After 

that, the lost segment is retransmitted and cwnd value is set to ssthresh plus three SMSS, which are 

used to compensate segments that have triggered duplicate ACKs and already were buffered by the 

TCP receiver. 

 In this way, for each additional duplicate ACK arrived, a TCP sender increases cwnd by SMSS, 

compensating the received segment. When allowed, that is, when a new cwnd value allows it, a new 

segment is sent. When an ACK for new data arrives, cwnd is set to ssthresh, deflating the window. 

Thus, using the Fast Recovery algorithm, TCP improves its performance.  

2.3.5 TCP Flavors 

Frequently, research on TCP congestion control employed a common nomenclature to reference 

each modified TCP proposal, or flavor as commonly called. Several flavors were developed and the 

four main flavors are cited here. Earlier TCP versions that use Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance 

algorithms only are frequently called Tahoe. The implementation of Fast Retransmit and Fast 

Recovery algorithms gave origin to a Tahoe variant called Reno.  

 Nonetheless, the Fast Recovery algorithm presented misbehavior when multiple segment 

losses occur in the same window; therefore based on “partial acknowledgements”, [39] introduced a 

modification in Fast Recovery known as NewReno. Yet in search of solving this problem, other 

proposals were developed based in “selective acknowledgements” [59], these proposals generated 

the SACK flavor. These two flavors will be used in this work as the standard TCP flavors, because 

of their known performance [33] and deployment [61]. 
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3 Mice and Elephants 
 

“Iustifica pusillum et magnum similiter.” 

Vulgata, Ecclesiasticus 5,18 

The objective of this chapter is to look into the mice and elephant phenomenon by collecting the 

state-of-the-art research in this area. Section 3.1 shows the main concepts related to this issue and 

the research efforts devoted to characterize mice and elephants in Internet traffic. In Section 3.2 the 

main TCP problems cited in Section 1.1 are detailed, and several proposals to solve these problems 

are described in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Mice and Elephants Metaphor 

Since the last 90’s, several Internet traffic studies in different network backbones ([87], [34], [13], 

[72], [64]) have identified a common behavior: a very small percentage of the flows carries the largest 

part of the data. Some of these studies call this behavior “heavy-tail” or “long tail”6. However, in the 

field of statistical studies, this behavior is also known as “mass-count disparity”, which states that for 

heavy-tailed distributions the majority of the mass (bytes or packets, in this case) in a set of 

observations (flows) is concentrated in a very small subset of the observations [26]. 

Another common terminology employed in the networking area for this phenomenon is that 

of mice and elephant metaphor, which identifies flows that carry few bytes as mice and flows that 

carry many bytes as elephants. Thus, elephant flows are those that contribute with a large portion of 

the total traffic volume and are relatively few in their number. Please note that, in this work, the 

mice and elephants phenomenon is based on data volume, i.e., bytes or packets per flow. Despite 

this, other studies may consider this metaphor using other metrics such as: bandwidth, duration, etc. 

This occurs because these metrics also show a heavy-tailed behavior [55], and there is yet no 

available standardized classification scheme. 

                                                
6 Heavy-tail and long tail are the colloquial name for distributions where the high-frequency population is followed by a 
low-frequency population which gradually decreases. 
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The mice and elephants phenomenon is considered to be one of the few Internet “invariants”, 

which are phenomena that have been empirically shown to hold in many environments [40]. Being 

an Internet invariant, the mice and elephants phenomenon is an interesting motivation for traffic 

engineering researchers, therefore dealing with a relatively small number of flows that can however 

affect a large portion of the overall traffic. Thus, knowing the nature of the flows and motivated by 

additional issues such as pricing or quality of service, engineers can effectively use such information 

to improve operational tasks as load balancing, resource allocation and routing [82].  

In order to be able to exploit such phenomenon for traffic engineering purposes, a great effort 

has been made to elaborate methodologies, techniques, and tools to support the flow classification 

task on Internet. These efforts will be summarized in the next sub-section. 

3.1.1 Separating Mice and Elephants 

In general, the flow classification process can be separated in two tasks: the collect task and the 

separation task. The former is responsible for sampling packets directly from the data link, and the 

latter is responsible for grouping flows in each class based on some criterion. 

On Internet heavy loaded links the collect task is critical, since to process and to store all 

packets is very expensive in scalability and performance terms [29]. Therefore, the research 

community has used sampling techniques to deal with this problem. In this line of thoughts, [57] 

used random sampling schemes, but observed that sampling can affect the representation of a few 

number of elephants (and consequently of course, a big number of bytes). 

Mori [64] used a periodic sampling scheme, where packets are sampled at pre-defined instants 

based on a given sampling frequency. The work of Estan and Varghese [32] considered two new 

techniques for the flow sampling problem, namely, the sample-and-hold and the multi-stage filters. 

These techniques, kept constant the memory consumption despite the increase of the 

implementation cost and the packet processing overload. In addition, [29] investigated a method to 

infer statistics of non-sampled flows using an estimator based in the number of TCP SYN packets. 

All these works have shown that this problem remains an open issue. An important effort in 

the standardization area is coming from the IETF Packet Sampling Work Group (PSAMP) [74], 

whose proposals include a framework for packet sampling, some hints on the presentation of 

collected data (tables and graphs) [30], and the specification of a protocol for samples 

summarization collected in a distributed way [24]. 
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The separation should help deciding if any particular flow is categorized as an elephant or a 

mouse, but actually, the specific criterion used for this separation is usually chosen in an arbitrary 

fashion. Thus, as a first task, it nonetheless remains also an open issue and several approaches have 

appeared in the literature to solve this. 

Typical flow separation approaches include the identification of elephant flows as the biggest 

flows in the set, or the flows whose rate exceeds a percentage of the link utilization [72], or the flows 

that account for some fixed percentage of the overall packets. Other approaches involve the use of 

more elaborated schemes. Mori [64], for example, presented a procedure based on Bayes theorem 

for the calculus of the separation threshold and got satisfactory results. 

Papagiannaki et al ([72], [73]) classified flows based in the bandwidth, and observed that flows 

are volatile, i.e., they can migrate from one class (elephant) to other (mice). Therefore, the authors 

proposed a classification scheme based on two features: the flow’s bandwidth and its “latent heat”, 

which is seen as a metric to avoid misclassification caused by volatility. 

Other well-known work in this area is the AEST method elaborated by Crovella and Taqqu 

[28]. Authors presented a non-parametric method to calculate the tail index α  for empirical heavy-

tailed distributions, i.e., distributions that exhibits the power-law behavior: 

[ ] α−> cxxXP ~  

Where c is a positive constant, and where ~ means that the ratio of the two sides tends to 1 as 

∞→x . Based on this behavior and in the fact that, when dataset is aggregated, the shape of the tail 

determines the dataset scaling properties, AEST can identify the portion of a dataset’s tail that 

exhibits power-law behavior. 

Thus, the method can be used to identify the first point after which power law properties can 

be observed ([72],[55]), called the first tail point, and this point can be used to separate mice and 

elephants. Thus, if )(xF  is the complementary cumulative distribution function of the flow sizes, 

then the first tail point x̂  is: 
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In the same line that Papagiannaki’s studies ([72] and [73]) additional research in this area has 

shown that there are other factors that also characterize mice and elephant flows. Traffic 

measurements on ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) networks showed that elephant flows 
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are interrupted for time periods of some seconds. And despite the flow volume follows a Pareto 

distribution; the duration of these flows behaves as a Weibull distribution [6]. Other interesting work 

[55] studied the correlation between four different heavy-tail metrics on data flows: size, duration, 

rate and burstiness; and showed weak correlations between flow size and duration, leading to 

conclusion that these metrics can be treated independently. 

3.2 Mice flows and TCP Congestion Control 

As cited in Section 1.1 and in Iyengar’s technical report [47], the TCP protocol and, specifically, its 

congestion control algorithms present six problems when applied to mice flows, which harm small 

flows, in two ways: either hindering such flows from achieving better performance or degrading it. 

Thus, in next sub-sections, each one of these problems and its generic solutions will be presented 

and discussed. 

3.2.1 Initialization and finalization overhead 

In the Internet, it is common to say that the TCP protocol offers a reliable service over a non-

reliable channel, the best-effort channel [54]. In fact, as shown in Chapter 2, TCP protocol uses 

detection and retransmission mechanisms to guarantee a reliable service. Other mechanisms used in 

this way are the connection initialization and connection finalization processes, which define a set of 

special packets to be exchanged between two hosts to establish a connection or to clear it. 

The initialization process objective is to inform the port identifier and the initial sequence 

number of each side of a connection, where the port identifier is a number used to identify different 

data streams initiated in the same host and the sequence number is used to identify each packet in a 

connection. The procedure to establish connections utilizes synchronization packets (SYN) and 

involves an exchange of three packets, which has been called three-way handshake [86]. The 

connection termination process is used to release a connection, and to clear all state variables. This 

process involves the exchange of four packets, in this case using the finalization packet (FIN). 

The Figure 4 below shows a sequence diagram representing a TCP connection with its 

initialization, transfer, and release phases. Each phase generates a certain number of packets. Thus, if 

the flow is an elephant then the initial and final phases cause insignificant overhead in number of 

packets terms. But, for small flows, they cause great overhead. For instance, for mice flows carrying 

only 1, 2, or 3 packets, the initialization and finalization packets represents up to 87.5% of all 

packets of this flow. Since in the elephant case the number of packets often reaches more than 5,000 

packets, the initialization and finalization packets represents lesser than 0.1%. 
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Figure 4 Sequence diagram for a TCP connection 

 The mice packets overhead problem becomes even more serious when the heavy-tail behavior 

is analyzed, since the number of mice flows is greater than the number of elephants. Therefore the 

Internet overload tends to increase because the amount of control packets (TCP initialization or 

finalization packets) increases. But such undesirable effect can be avoided using some type of 

session control, which is an intermediary layer between application layer and transport layer and is 

responsible for managing groups of flows. Several proposals that follow this approach will be 

described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.2 Independent probing 

In the Internet, it is common that two specific hosts have more than one TCP flow between them, 

and all new TCP flows between these hosts probe the available bandwidth in a local way, that is, 

without to knowing the status of other flows that share the same path. Thus, in cases where there is 

available bandwidth, these new flows achieve poor performance as they are also forced to initiate 

their congestion widow phase with one segment during the execution of the Slow Start algorithm. 

This effect is even more harmful to mice flows, since the lifetime of these flows is contained in the 

Slow Start phase (see sub-section 3.2.5). 

Such a problem occurs because TCP does not share status information between concurrent 

flows. In others words, each TCP flow is not aware of the existence of others flows. A possible 

solution would be the creation of a network history, which could store the network state based on 

the state variables of previous flows such as: congestion window values, slow start threshold values, 

retransmission timer values etc. This way, each new flow would consult the history and adjust its 
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own variables based on these history values. For instance, a new flow could jump up the Slow Start 

phase, or adapt its retransmission timeout value to the previously measured RTT by another active 

session. 

However, this approach is hard to implement, since to maintain an efficient history requires 

the storage of all state variables for each pair source/destination, which can be onerous in memory 

terms. Moreover if this history is accessible only for the own host, some records will be used in 

moments spaced in the time where the actual network status will be different of the stored status. In 

addition, if this history is in a local area network (LAN) and all flow of each host store their 

information in a common history repository, then each record probably will be used many times, 

however the number of messages used to get and to set values in the history could to reduce the 

LAN performance. 

Skirting these problems, some improved versions of this approach had appeared in the 

literature. Such proposals and their main aspects will be analyzed in Section 3.3. 

3.2.3 Loss Detection problems 

In TCP congestion control, the congestion detection is dependent of the two detection losses 

mechanisms: timeouts and duplicate ACKs. Thus, when a loss is detected TCP decreases it 

congestion window to alleviate network congestion. However, these detection mechanisms were 

designed for elephant flows and can harm small flows’ performance. These problems will be 

described in next topics. 

Insufficient data to activate Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery 

As already said in sub-section 2.3.3, Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery (FR/FR) algorithms are the 

preferred TCP mechanisms to detect losses and to react in these cases. This is because the detection 

is more agile and the congestion window reduction is less aggressive than that due to the timeout 

mechanism.  

For activating these mechanisms a typical TCP host must receive three duplicated ACKs. In 

the elephant flows case this is not a problem, since it frequently has sufficient data in transit for 

generating duplicate ACKs. But, for mice flows the number of packets is a critical issue. Typical 

mice flows can have only 1, 2, or 3 packets, if one of these packets is lost the others are insufficient 

to invoke FR/FR algorithms. Moreover, little bigger mice flows with ten or twenty packets cannot 

activate FR/FR due to the Slow Start algorithm, which initiates the delivery of packets to the 
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network slowly. Thus, in both cases, retransmission timeouts are the only way for loss detection, and 

these timers tend to harm the performance for small flows. 

Bad retransmission timeout estimate 

Initial values for the TCP timer are set to greater values in practice. For instance, the standard initial 

value is 3 seconds [18]. This over-estimated value increases the latency for small flows in loss cases, 

and if the packet lost is an initialization packet the situation is still worst. The work of Seddigh and 

Devetsikiotis [80] showed, through traffic measurements and simulations, the negative impact of the 

initial timeout value on web transfers with few packets and proposed to reduce the default value to 

between 500ms and 1s. 

 Any solution for the timeout and duplicate ACKs problems for small flows requires some 

modification to the TCP protocol. One idea could be to modify the retransmission timeout 

estimation scheme, as proposed by Seddigh et al., or to use the history cited in previous sub-section 

(3.2.2) to obtain a good estimate value. Another idea would be to call new TCP flows passing the 

value of the file size to be transmitted for TCP [20]. Such technique would allow adjusting some 

TCP parameters such as the number of duplicated ACKs for activating FR/FR. 

3.2.4 Delayed ACKs 

When a flow is in the beginning of the Slow Start phase, its growth is limited by the network delay, 

in other words, the wait for ACK packets slows down the flow growth. If a TCP receiver 

implements the delayed ACK scheme [5] the slow down is even bigger.  

Receivers using the delayed ACKs scheme only acknowledge every second data segment. In 

other words, after receiving the first packet, the receiver waits for a new one during some time 

interval (200ms in many implementations) and if nothing happens, the receiver acknowledges the 

single packet. Such mechanism obviously, despite reducing ACK traffic in the network, it harms 

small flows. 

 Solutions for this problem are complex as delayed ACKs are seen as a typical scheme used in 

most TCP implementations. However, the use of an initial window greater than one segment 

(explained in [1] and [4]) could partly solve this problem. 

3.2.5 Slow Start performance 

As explained in sub-section 2.3.1, TCP congestion control employs the Slow Start algorithm when a 

connection is started and after experiencing packet losses in order to test the available bandwidth 
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using an exponential increase of the sending congestion window. The idea of this algorithm is to 

initiate with a small congestion window (cwnd), with typically one segment, and increase it based on 

acknowledgement arrivals. Each new ACK increases the congestion window by one segment, in 

other words each ACK is a permit for two new packets [12]. Thus, despite the fact that at the packet 

level the increase can be seen as linear, at the RTT level the cwnd doubles at each RTT, causing the 

known exponential behavior.  

Figure 5 shows the typical Slow Start cwnd growth (in packets) at the packet level and at the 

RTT level, also called flow level. The packet level graph (Figure 5.b) reflects directly the algorithm 

and its linear behavior. On the other hand, the flow level graph (Figure 5.a) shows the exponential 

increase in the congestion window. With the exponential behavior, it is necessary to keep in mind 

that, in practice, others issues such as delayed ACKs and links with diverse propagation delays can 

modify its behavior, since such mechanisms delays the packet delivery. 
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Figure 5 Slow Start congestion window behavior at flow level and packet levels 

 Concentrating only on the exponential flow level behavior, two design problems can be 

visualized in Slow Start: its suboptimal bandwidth consumption, and the “blindness” relative to its 

own contribution for congestion.  

The Slow Start algorithm, as Figure 5.a shows, increases it congestion window cautiously to 

avoid sudden packet filling of links and router buffers. Obviously, this careful approach have a 

tendency to use little network bandwidth at first moments. Thus, when there is available bandwidth 

for small flows the first Slow Start design problem appears: these small flows do not achieve optimal 

performance. This problem happens because small flows are contained solely into Slow Start phase 

whose slowness causes delays to this problematic flow class. Moreover, previously presented TCP 
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problems including insufficient data for activating FR/FR (sub-section 3.2.3), and the delayed ACK 

problem (sub-section 3.2.4) add to poor TCP performance. 

While the first problem is based on the slow initiation of the exponential growth, the second 

problem is a consequence of the Slow Start increasing rule, which states that Slow Start must 

duplicate it congestion window at each RTT. This rule associated with the use of default parameters 

at the beginning of the transmission, often cause a severe buffer overflow at the bottleneck link. 

This buffer overflow results in multiple packet losses, which lowers the aggregate throughput and 

makes the TCP performance degrades substantially. 

 Figure 6 presents an example for this problem. It presents the Slow Start congestion window 

up to the sixth RTT. Now, assuming that in this scenario the maximum number of packets accepted 

on the network is 32 packets, indicated by the bolded line, and the ssthresh variable is set to 64 

packets or more. While cwnd is below of 32 packets no problem happens, but when cwnd reaches 32 

packets (in the fifth RTT) and new packets start to be acknowledged problems can arise. When all 

packets are acknowledged the cwnd reaches 64 packets. Thus, the number of sent packets in next 

RTT will be 64 packets, but as the maximum number of allowed packets on the network is 32, 50% 

of all packets will be lost. 
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Figure 6 Example of bad bandwidth estimative of Slow Start 

This undesirable effect happens because Slow Start is “blinded” for its own congestion 

contribution, i.e., Slow Start estimates that if a new ACK returns then more packets can be sent. But 
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the truth is that augmenting its congestion window in this greedy form contributes to the increase of 

the number of packets in the network, increasing the drop probability in bottleneck routers [91] and 

reducing the overall network throughput. To make things worse, when this algorithm is applied to 

mice flows the problem is even bigger, because small flows rely on timeouts and will experience 

large delays to recover from these multiples losses. 

3.3 Solutions 

As seen previously, the aforementioned problems result in poor response time for short file 

transfers, and bring out the question of whether it is possible to improve performance for mice 

flows without degrading drastically elephant flows performance.  

There is a considerable amount of research that intended to solve this question. The technical 

report in [47] surveys ten proposals that address one or more of the six presented problems seeking 

to enhance the performance of small flows. This work also suggests a classification scheme with 

three categories: proposals that reduce the overhead of the initialization or finalization connection 

phases; proposals that employ mechanisms to share network state information; and proposals that 

improve Slow Start performance. 

In next sub-sections, following the taxonomy presented in [47], we will discuss ideas and 

results of the state-of-the-art studies in each of the three classes. Some of these studies deal directly 

with small TCP flows others try to problems for specific applications such as web transfers [65], 

whereas others are applicable to diverse transport protocols and applications [9]. Despite this 

disparity, these works are grouped together and their difference will be clarified in the context of 

each proposal. 

Moreover, in the last sub-section a summary of the presented proposals will be given in 

addition to pointing to how each of the six problems has been dealt with each proposal. 

3.3.1 Reducing initialization/finalization overhead 

In sub-section 3.2.1, the problems that the initialization and finalization TCP phases cause to small 

flows were explained. Next, some research studies that investigate TCP as to reduce or to eliminate 

the overload of initial and terminal phases for multiple TCP connections between the same host-pair 

are presented. Two studies will be shown in this category: The TCP for transactions (T/TCP) and 

the Persistent HTTP (P-HTTP). 
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TCP for Transactions 

Braden in RFC 955 [16] identified a gap between the connection-oriented TCP and the 

connectionless UDP, when dealing with transaction-oriented applications, which have their own 

characteristics: the communication model is based on request-response messages, the data flows in 

only s single direction per time, the connection has short duration, applications require low delay, 

and data is coded using one or few packets. Please note that, this last characteristic puts these 

applications in the mice flows class. 

Examples of transaction-oriented applications are the HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol), 

DNS (Domain Name System) and SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol). The first 

application employs TCP as its underlying transport protocol and the other two applications use 

UDP. However, Braden observe that neither TCP nor UDP deal with these applications 

satisfactorily: TCP introduces overhead with its initialization mechanism and UDP requires that 

reliability and other service be built into the application layer. 

 To deal with these two requirements T/TCP protocol was designed. It is a backwards-

compatible TCP modification for efficient transaction-oriented service and was introduced in RFC 

1644 [16]. The T/TCP goal was to allow each request/response pair to be performed on a single 

TCP connection, avoiding the repeated session initialization process for each transaction. 

To reach this goal, T/TCP employed a 32-bit extra field in the TCP header of each packet, 

called “connection count” (CC), which identifies each connection on a host and is increased by 1 for 

successive connections that it opens. The T/TCP server host keeps the latest CC value from 

different client hosts. Based on the cached information, for each SYN packet received, if the packet 

CC is greater than the cached CC then the data packet is transported up to the application; 

otherwise, the standard TCP initialization is performed. Moreover, for non-SYN packets, the CC 

value is used to protect against duplicate segments from earlier incarnations of the same connection. 

Using this mechanism, T/TCP optimizes performance avoiding the initialization phase, but 

maintains the normal TCP mechanism as a fallback. T/TCP also suggests increasing the default 

initial congestion window to 4 Kbytes, and mentions as an idea to cache the congestion threshold 

per connection and uses this value to determine the initial congestion window. 

After its proposal, T/TCP had been implemented in major operating systems as SunOS 4.1.3, 

FreeBSD 2.0.5, BSD/OS 2.1, and Linux 2.0.32 [89]. However, in April 1998, Vasim Valejev found a 

security failure in the protocol [90]. Therefore, T/TCP was removed from most operating systems. 
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Persistent HTTP 

Earlier design of HTTP used one TCP connection for each object on a page. This way, when web 

pages started to have many small objects, tens of icons and little figures for example, the latency 

experienced by Internet users to completely load pages increased beyond what is tolerated. This bad 

performance was caused by the transaction-oriented nature of the HTTP when associated with the 

TCP dynamic, as related in the previous topic. 

 Basically, the problem was the overhead of both TCP initialization and finalization phases, 

which, applied to each short HTTP transfer, increase the perceived latency. Moreover, the Slow 

Start algorithm also contributes to this as it forces each transfer to initiate sending few packets. 

Thus, Padmanabhan and Mogul ([70], [69]) analyzed these problems and proposed simple 

modifications on HTTP for reduce the negative impact. 

 For instance, a proposal, called later P-HTTP [65], was based on two main mechanisms: 

persistent connections and pipelined requests. The former is an obvious modification that 

aggregates more than one HTTP transfer over one long-lived TCP connection, which stays open for 

all objects of a single web page form the same server. The contribution of this mechanism is to 

avoid the connection overhead for multiple objects, and also to avoid the Slow Start delays. 

 The persistent connection still had a problem: the host client sends a request for an object 

only after having received the data for the previous one. But this behavior is seen as unnecessary, 

since retrievals between objects do not have any dependency. Therefore, pipelined requests, allowing 

a client to send requests while previous responses are still in progress were introduced in attempt to 

increase throughput of web transfers [65]. 

In [47] and [69] two other problems related to P-HTTP are discussed: Head-of-Line (HOL) 

blocking and the “slow start re-start”. The first is associated with the perceived latency obtained 

when one packet of a burst is lost and the received packets stay blocked in the receive buffers 

waiting for the retransmission of the lost one. The second problem is dealt with by refusing to 

reduce slow start delays, since some TCP implementations reinitialize congestion window to one 

packet when data is not sent for a determined period forcing the connection go into in the Slow 

Start phase. Despite these problems P-HTTP was implemented on HTTP/1.1 since 1997 [35]. 

3.3.2 Sharing network state 

There are many proposals based on network information sharing. Such information is obtained 

from previous or actual connections between two end systems and is used to infer the actual 
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network state. This is used to reduce or to eliminate the Slow Start and/or to improve the estimate 

of retransmission timers. Next topics will present some proposals that employ this strategy: the 

Control Block Interdependence (CBI), TCP Fast Start, the TCP/SPAND, the Congestion Manager 

(CM), and the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP).  

Control Block Interdependence 

Usual TCP implementations maintain a data structure called TCP Control Block, which registers 

connection properties, such as RTT estimates and congestion control information, on a per-

connection basis. Touch, in RFC 2140 [88], observed that this information could be shared among 

connections of a same host-pair, and argued that transient performance would be improved, 

beneficing small flows. 

 Touch named the idea: TCP Control Block Interdependence; and subdivided it into two cases: 

temporal sharing and ensemble sharing. The former occurs when new flows use information of 

earlier flows to that same host. This scheme already was employed by T/TCP for sharing 

information on connection parameters such as RTT, congestion avoidance threshold, and MSS [17]. 

The latter case of CBI occurs when new flows use information of concurrent connections to that 

same host. 

Some state information in the ensemble sharing needs a more elaborate mechanism than the 

simple copy of a parameter such as the RTT estimate. The current congestion window size is an 

example of this state information class, it must be maintained as a recent sum of congestion window 

values of all concurrent connections, and each new connection must receive a portion of the 

aggregated congestion window. In this way, the aggregated value indicates the resource sharing in 

the shared path. This mechanism helps new flows adapt quickly to the actual network state and 

achieves a fair bandwidth distribution between concurrent flows. 

The first implementation of ensemble sharing was called TCP-Int, and was proposed by 

Balakrishnan et al in [8] as a step to improve the startup performance for concurrent connections. 

Using simulations and real experiments, the authors concluded that their proposal eliminated 25% 

of all timeout events. Another proposal, named Ensemble-TCP, implements temporal and ensemble 

sharing [31]. Using simulations its performance was compared to that of TCP Reno for web traffic, 

and performance improvement ranging between 4 to 75% for transmitting HTML parts of various 

pages was achieved. 
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TCP Fast Start 

In [71], Padmanabhan and Katz proposed a temporal sharing mechanism that reused network 

information from the recent past. To achieve this, TCP Fast Start needs to modify the end-users’ 

software and Internet routers. 

 At the sender end system, Fast Start caches network state information of recent connections 

such as congestion window size, slow start threshold, and RTT variables. Thus, when a new 

connection starts or when it becomes idle after a certain time, these values are used to adapt 

connection variables to the actual network state, avoiding a wasteful Slow Start phase. Moreover, the 

congestion window variable is always set to the most recent congestion window size, which can 

result in a large initial congestion window generating large packet bursts. Therefore, the sender 

employs a pacing mechanism which limits the burst size based on a new state variable. 

 If the network conditions change and the sender estimates become old, cached variables could 

disturb the actual network state. To address this, Padmanabhan and Katz suggest a simple drop 

priority mechanism, which, based on a priority field in the packet, could distinguishe low priority 

packets and drop them. This field would be marked by end hosts identifying Fast Start packets as 

the low priority class. Hence, when router buffers builds up it would drop Fast Start packets first 

smoothing the Fast Start aggressiveness. 

 Padmanabhan [69] combines the temporal sharing mechanism of Fast Start with a scheme for 

the aggregation of multiple TCP connections between a same host pair, named TCP Session. TCP 

Session separates TCP’s reliable data delivery service and flow control service from its congestion 

control and loss recovery schemes, hence, the services continue being provided for each connection 

whereas the schemes function on a session basis. 

 The TCP Session implementation employs a Session Control Block which shares state 

variables between Transmission Control Block’s of connections in the session. Using this history 

scheme, TCP Session develops techniques for integrated loss recovery and integrated congestion 

window growth. Thus, mice flows may be benefited by cached information of others flows, 

especially elephants. In the loss detection case, for instance, mice flows can use duplicated ACKs 

detection loss information of elephants to obtain a better estimative of congestion state. 

Padmanabhan [69] concludes that using these two schemes, the flows transfer time decreases 

up to ten times when compared to HTTP/1.0 using standard TCP. However, the necessity of 

modifying Internet routers in TCP Fast Start has natural deployment problems. 
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TCP/SPAND 

The Shared Passive Network Performance Discovery architecture was proposed by Seshan and Katz 

in [81]. This architecture looks to determine network characteristics from a collection of hosts on a 

local domain by making passive measurements, which do not introduce unnecessary network traffic. 

Moreover, the SPAND architecture employs a performance gateway to track performance estimate 

values. Such element makes passive measurements from all ingoing and outgoing domain traffic and 

stores performance information for all current TCP connections. 

 Using this system, [95] proposes TCP/SPAND as a technique to improve TCP start-up 

performance based on SPAND performance information sharing. In this way, this information can 

be used to estimate the fair share of network resources for each connection. Furthermore, the 

authors proposed to derive theoretically the optimal TCP initial parameters based on the estimation 

scheme and previous knowledge of the transfer size. In the TCP/SPAND proposal Slow Start also 

is substituted by a leaky bucket pacing scheme to smoothly send out the packets in the initial 

window, and when all packets in the initial window have been paced out, the sender enters in the 

standard TCP behavior. 

 Network adaptive TCP Slow Start proposal [14] is another work using the TCP/SPAND 

mechanism. However, differently, it proposes to use the file size to choose the best possible way to 

transfer it: at a constant rate which uses congestion window cached values, or starting at a higher 

initial window, or using just standard TCP. Using this adaptive algorithm its authors argue that 

performance for TCP small flows can be improved since cached estimates allow determining how 

much data TCP can push into network more aggressively. 

 Despite the use of a SPAND performance gateway to bring good results for mice flows, the 

architecture depends on the reliability of the performance gateway, which could become a point of 

failure for the entire system. Moreover, a badly implemented performance gateway has great 

potential to cause congestion on Internet. 

Congestion Manager 

Balakrishnan et al. [9] proposed the Congestion Manager, an entire end-to-end framework which 

maintains network statistics and shares network resources across all host flows using ideas of both 

temporal and ensemble sharing. Moreover, the Congestion Manager claims that these flows are 

independent of specific transport protocol and applications, allowing each flow to interact directly 

with the CM and adapt itself efficiently to the network’s current congestion state. The motivations 
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of this strategy are that an increasing number of real-time stream applications use UDP protocol, 

which is incapable to adapt to network conditions alone. 

The CM maintains host and domain path information collected from different flows, and uses 

them to coordinate all transmissions. The CM also uses a scheduler to distribute the available 

bandwidth to current flows, in a fair way. Thus, the latency due to Slow Start can be reduced for 

small slows. Through its mechanisms, CM may impose congestion control even on disorderly 

applications. 

Obviously, CM proposal requires some modification on the standard transport and/or 

application protocols. In this same work [9], the authors’ proposals of TCP/CM also included a 

modified TCP version to run over the CM. Following the previous description, TCP/CM must send 

its data to the CM, which accepts TCP/CM data based on current network state estimate. Moreover, 

TCP/CM must notify the CM about successful delivery of data or packet losses. Authors compare 

TCP/CM performance with TCP NewReno through simulations and shown that the aggregate 

throughput obtained by NewReno connections is higher than the throughput obtained by the 

TCP/CM connection. However, the individual performance of each NewReno flow has high 

variability, while TCP/CM provides consistent and predictable performance. 

On the one hand, for TCP connections, TCP/CM achieves good results because it decouples 

loss recovery and congestion control algorithms, the former is still provided by TCP while the latter 

is a CM’s task. On the other hand, when a protocol without any form of congestion control, like 

UDP, uses the CM framework, the sender’s CM obtains network state information form the other 

CM implemented at the receiver’s side. 

 A software implementation of this proposal was developed for the Linux operating system 

[25] and its main design concepts were standardized in RFC 3124 [10]. This last document, also 

points out to some potential security problems of this scheme, for example, a malicious application 

giving incorrect reports to CM certainly will lead to the fact that the current available bandwidth can 

be overestimated or underestimated. 

Stream Control Transmission Protocol 

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a reliable general purpose transport protocol 

which provides entire transport layer services and supports multiple streams aggregated into a single 

connection. It first appeared in 2000 through RFC 2960 [84], but some modifications were 

introduced into it later [85]. An introductory text is given in RFC 3286 [76]. 
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Similarly to TCP, SCTP supplies a connection-oriented mechanism and ensures that data is 

transported across the network without error and in sequence. But, unlike TCP, SCTP can also be 

used by applications that do not require reliable services, like telephony applications. Moreover, 

another feature of SCTP is that each endpoint supports multiple IP addresses, which are used to 

increase availability of the session in the presence of network failures, that is, they are used for 

redundancy purposes only. This is commonly known as multi-homing. 

SCTP supports independence between data transmission and data delivery. Therefore, each 

stream in SCTP realizes its ordered delivery service separately. In this way, SCTP prevents head-of-

line blocking since message loss in any stream will only initially affect delivery within that stream, 

and not delivery the other streams. Also, ACKs acknowledge data for all streams, thereby allowing a 

sender to detect missing data on one stream from successful ACKs on other ones. In addition, 

streams are managed by a shared congestion control mechanism, reducing the overhead required at 

the transport level. Such mechanism is applied per-path, i.e., for each host IP address and uses 

standard TCP congestion control algorithms: Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Recovery and 

Fast Retransmit. 

 Several proposals have surged to apply SCTP in different applications. In [77] the authors use 

SCTP as the transport protocol for HTTP transfers and compare its performance to that of TCP 

Reno. However, this work failed due to either its high results’ variance or the chosen TCP flavor 

which should have been TCP SACK instead since SCTP standardizes it to improve TCP’s 

performance [76]. Other work [55] evaluated the use of SCTP for FTP transfers and showed 

significant improvement of the mean transfer time, especially for small transfers. 

3.3.3 Improving Slow Start performance 

Finally, the last category includes those techniques which improve performance during the Slow 

Start phase. These proposals accommodate small flows in a better form or give them a preferential 

treatment in the network. This sub-section will present some of these solutions such as: the use of 

an increased initial window (IIW), Smart Framing for TCP (TCP-SF), Smooth Start, Adaptive Start, 

Gallop-Vegas, Byte Count (BC) Strategy, and network routers with priority queues (RIO-PS). 

Increased Initial Window 

Increase the initial window size is a technique that leads to reducing data transfers latency during its 

initial phase, speeding up small transfers. Basically, the objective of this simple technique is to solve 

the first Slow Start problem, i.e., the poor utilization of the available bandwidth. In addition, it can 
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also help with other TCP problems presented in Section 3.2 such as the delayed ACK problem, and 

the insufficient number of packets for activating FR/FR algorithms. 

 Typically, over satellite links, data communication providers use very large initial window sizes, 

like 64 KB, which are high sufficiently to avoid the TCP slow start phase [92]. This hostile strategy 

can successfully increase bandwidth utilization during the initial TCP phase over high-delay 

networks. However, it is unable to adapt to different congestion levels a network may exhibit. 

Moreover, frequently TCP flows traverse several links each one being of a different technology, thus 

big initial windows can affect performance of non-satellite links of the connection [92]. 

Another proposal, more responsive, is shown in RFC 3390 [4]. Allman et al. proposes an 

optional TCP standard that increases the initial window from one segment to approximately 4KB. 

The proposal explains advantages and limitations for such a technique, considers implementation 

issues, and surveys performance experiments. These evaluations show that the use of a larger initial 

window technique improves the throughput and transfer time of short-lived TCP flows in a variety 

of scenarios, such as satellite links and dialup modems links. These experiments also show that, 

under high congested scenarios where all flows use an initial window of four segments, the drop rate 

increases by 1% to 2%. Despite this, the authors argued that their proposal does not harm the entire 

network health. 

Smart Framing for TCP 

As explained in sub-section 3.2.3, small flows do not have sufficient data to activate FR/FR 

algorithms, and retransmission timeouts are their only loss detection mechanism. Looking into this, 

Mellia et al. proposed TCP Smart Framing [62], which enhances TCP performance in the operating 

region where the congestion window is small. 

Smart Framing makes an intelligent modification to TCP. Basically, a sender host using TCP-

SF adopts a different segmentation algorithm than that of TCP. While TCP sends full-sized 

segments, TCP-SF is allowed to send up to four small segments, whose aggregate payload is equal to 

the initial congestion window. Thus, in loss cases, the sender will have a better chance to receive 

three duplicated ACKs and infer loss with Fast Retransmit, without increasing heavily the network 

load. 

Mellia et al. [62] made a comparison between their proposal and the SACK TCP flavor using 

simulations and reported improvement in the average completion time for short TCP transfers 

about more than one second in high congestion situations. Moreover, the authors argued that TCP-
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SF can be implemented jointly with any TCP flavor and requires modifications to the server TCP 

stack only. Despite the improvement in performance, [47] argues, based on the heavy-tailed 

behavior of Internet traffic, that TCP-SF can increase roughly 3 or 4 times the amount of ACK 

traffic in the reverse path, which can depreciate overall network performance when added to the 

existing Internet ACK traffic. 

Smooth Start 

Smooth Start, presented in [91], addresses the aggressive growth of Slow Start, and proposes to 

alleviate the transition between the Slow Start phase and the Congestion Avoidance phase, creating a 

transitional phase called Smooth Start, where the congestion window growth approaches that of the 

Slow Start threshold more gradually. 

 To make this smooth transition, the algorithm adds a new state variable, the Smooth Start 

Threshold (smsthresh), which is smaller than the slow start threshold (ssthresh) and is dependent on 

two parameters the depth number and the grain number, which have great influence on the Smooth 

Start performance and on it aggressiveness. When the congestion window becomes larger than 

smsthresh, the algorithm slows the growth rate. The exact interval among smsthresh and ssthresh is 

named Smooth Start phase.  

Despite the window increase in the Smooth Start phase still being exponential, its greedy 

behavior is reduced. Smooth Start also decreases Slow Start bursts, reducing the chance of multiple 

packet losses. In addition, the congestion state is delayed, benefiting small flows because they often 

finish transmission before the congestion occurs.  

These good effects are revealed through simulations, and the superiority of Smooth Start to 

Slow Start is demonstrated. The practical effects in choosing the depth number and the grain 

number parameters also are evaluated. Moreover, the authors argue that the Smooth Start scheme is 

easy to implement and deploy since it requires modification to the sender side only. 

Adaptive Start 

Wang et al. [92] proposed a different modification to the Slow Start mechanism, called Adaptive 

Start, which uses the Eligible Rate Estimate (ERE) mechanism employed in TCP Westwood [58] for 

carefully setting the value of the ssthresh variable. Using this scheme, TCP connections can avoid 

buffer overflow and multiple loss problems as well as improve Slow Start performance, specially, in 

next generation networks with large bandwidth and long delay. 
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 Basically, a TCP sender employing Adaptive Start checks the ssthresh variable against an 

estimated bandwidth-delay product, at each ACK arrival. When ssthresh value is less than the current 

estimative, the sender resets ssthresh to the estimated value. If the congestion window is less than 

ssthresh then it will grow exponentially to fill bandwidth, else if congestion window is higher than 

ssthresh then it enters in congestion avoidance phase. Such mechanism can avoid overestimates as 

well as underestimates of available bandwidth, improving performance for alls flows, inclusive the 

small ones. 

 Wang et al. [92] also refer to other TCP proposals following the estimate bandwidth scheme: 

TCP Vegas [19] and Hoe’s NewReno Modification [46]. The former detects congestion using an 

estimate of the queue length in the bottleneck router extracted from the difference between actual 

and expected throughput. The latter proposes to estimate the bandwidth-delay product by applying 

the least squares estimation on three closely-spaced ACKs. Although this class of schemes offers 

some attractive results, they suffer when data packets uses different paths over the network as it 

results in highly unstable RTT values. 

 Through extensive simulations, Wang et al. compare the performance of their Adaptive Start 

proposal against TCP NewReno, TCP with large initial windows, TCP Vegas, and Hoe’s 

modification, in large bandwidth delay networks. The results showed that TCP Vegas may 

underutilize the available bandwidth and that the packet-pair like scheme employed in Hoe’s 

modification does not obtain a good bandwidth estimate. Over satellite links, it shows that Adaptive 

Start achieved higher throughput than that of TCP with large initial windows. In comparison to TCP 

NewReno, Adaptive start achieved better performance and, in friendliness and fairness terms, it was 

comparable to TCP NewReno. 

Gallop-Vegas 

In TCP Vegas [19], the Slow Start phase uses the standard exponential growth however it is allowed 

only every other RTT. Such mechanism may spend more RTTs to finish the flow and may change 

too early from Slow Start to Congestion Avoidance phases. This last problem affects the Vegas 

performance on large bandwidth-delay product networks. 

 The Gallop-Vegas mechanism [45] aims at solving the two pointed TCP Vegas problems 

improving the Vegas throughput. In the mains aspects it follows the TCP Vegas, i.e., it maintains the 

clock of each packet for estimate the actual and the expected throughput, but it modifies the Slow 

Start phase of TCP Vegas.  
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Gallop-Vegas proposal modifies the exponential growth and creates the stable growth, whose 

increase speed is between exponential increase and linear increase.  In addition, Gallop-Vegas set the 

initial congestion window to two packets. Such mechanism tries to reduce the burstiness of the 

exponential growth, to raise the rate to the available bandwidth in shorter time and to improve the 

start-up performance. 

 In the context of mice and elephants, the stable growth could be applied to reduce the 

problems caused by the aggressiveness of the exponential growth improving performance of mice 

flows. 

Byte Count Strategy 

The byte count strategy suggests that the congestion window increase should rely on the number of 

previously unacknowledged bytes of each incoming ACK rather than on the number of 

acknowledgements received the standard TCP method. This method was proposed initially by 

Allman [1] to overcome the negative impact of delayed ACKs on the TCP performance for small 

flows.  

In this work, firstly, Allman showed how the delayed ACK reduces TCP performance. After 

that, he proposes three progressive proposals in order to improve the effect caused by delayed 

ACKs. The first step suggests the use of the delayed ACK scheme after the Slow Start phase but this 

scheme is hard to implement. A second refinement, called unlimited byte count, employs byte 

counting without any restriction, but it has shown to be too aggressive in some circumstances. 

Therefore, Allman proposed the limited byte count scheme, which limits the congestion window 

increase to no more than two segments. This last modification improved performance across all 

simulated scenarios, but at the cost of a slight increase in burstiness and loss. 

Barakat and Altman [11], showed that this “slight increase” argued by Allman, can become a 

“high increase” when routers’ buffers become small, since these buffers do not absorb Slow Start 

bursts. In their work, Barakat and Altman evaluated the impact of byte count strategy using a 

theoretical model, and derived from this a new proposal, called Decreasing Byte Count, which 

suggested adapt dynamically the Allman’s limitation based on the current congestion window. 

Allman also proposed a modification in his first proposal, named Appropriate Byte Count [2]. 

It was noted that, even using the limitation, the original proposal was more aggressive than the 

standard Slow Start. It was therefore decided to use the limited Byte Counting only during the initial 
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Slow Start phase. The limitation value previously proposed was preserved. This last proposal was 

standardized as an experimental TCP enhancement in RFC 3465 [3]. 

Network Routers with Priority Queues 

This name is used to refer works that study the use of some form of packet prioritization inside the 

network core to give preferential treatment to small flows. The use of such scheme is supported by 

the conclusions appointed in [27]. In this work, the authors showed that knowing previously the size 

of jobs or objects, which follow heavy-tailed distributions, helps to improve the response time of 

small jobs without harming large jobs’ performance. 

 In [94], Yilmaz and Matta proposed a flow isolation architecture which puts small flows into a 

different class. The authors evaluated their proposal using analytic models under different network 

loads and different queue management schemes. The results showed that this class-based isolation 

scheme decreases drop probability for the small flows class, which, in turn, improves fairness inside 

this class. Despite these good results, the authors did not give detailed information of how their 

proposal could be implemented in current Internet routers. 

 Guo and Matta [44] proposed a more practical a scheme, which combined the RED queue 

discipline [38] and an “In and Out” policy (RIO) aiming to protect mice flows. This combination 

was proposed firstly by Clark and Fang [23], and it was called RIO. However, while Clark and Fang’s 

goal was to guarantee bandwidth and fairness to bigger flows, Guo and Matta’s proposal provides a 

new “better-than-best-effort” service to enhance the competence of small TCP flows. 

The Guo and Matta proposal was called RIO with Preferential treatment to Short flows (RIO-

PS). In this scheme, border routers identify small (In) and bigger (Out) flows and core routers, 

employing RIO queue, manage flows inside each class. Using simulations, this work showed that 

RIO-PS improves performance for mice and even for few elephants. In addition, it created a fairer 

network environment and increased the overall system goodput. 

3.3.4 Summarizing proposals 

Table I summarizes the problems listed in Section 3.2 and each of the proposals. Each column 

represents a problem and indicates whether the proposed solution solves this problem or not. 

 In the context of the overhead caused by the Initialization and Finalization phases (I/F 

overhead), one can note that only three proposals attack this problem. P-HTTP is the most used of 

them because T/TCP is deprecated and SCTP still is not popular. The independent probing 

problem (Indep. Probing) is visited by some works. Please note that these works implement some 
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type of flows aggregation and history, since they are the simplest known schemes to solve this 

problem. This same scheme is also used to solve the problem of bad retransmission timeout 

estimate (Bad initial RTO), as shown in the table. 

Table I Summary of presented proposals 

Proposal I/F 
overhead 

Indep. 
Probing 

FR/FR 
problem 

Bad initial 
RTO 

Delayed 
ACKs 

1
st

 SS 
problem 

2
nd

 SS 
problem 

T/TCP Yes Yes No No No No No 

P-HTTP  Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No 

CBI No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

TCP Fast Start No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
TCP/SPAND No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TCP/CM No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SCTP  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

IIW  No No Yes No Yes Yes No 

TCP-SF No No Yes No Yes No No 

Smooth Start No No No No No No Yes 

Adaptive Start No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Gallop-Vegas No No No No Yes No Yes 

BC No No Yes No Yes Yes No 

RIO-PS No No Yes No No Yes No 

The data insufficiency for activating Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery (FR/FR problem) and the 

sub-optimal performance achieved initially by Slow Start (1st SS problem) are solved by almost all 

proposals. This occurs because these problems are intrinsically correlated and, almost always, the 

solution for one has the side-effect of solving the other. However, TCP-SF does not obtain this 

good side-effect because its framing scheme conserves the data amount sent by Slow Start. 

Additionally, it must be said that T/TCP mentions the use of a shared congestion window to solve 

these problems, but does not indicate how this scheme would be put into practice. 

Between the FR/FR problem and the problem caused by delayed ACKs (Delayed ACKs) the 

same correlation exists. But, in this case, RIO-PS does not follow this effect because it prioritization 

scheme does not modify the TCP congestion control to send more data and avoids the performance 

loss introduced by delayed ACKs. 

An interesting point here is that the most important TCP problem for small flows, the 

aggressive growth of Slow Start (2nd SS problem), is visited by five proposals only, which present 

some problems when evaluated more closely. TCP Fast Start and TCP/SPAND has a deployment 

limitation, the first one needs Internet routers modification to avoid its aggressive behavior, and the 

second one needs a performance gateway, which is not easily implemented in networks. TCP/CM is 

more deployable, but it requires implementation in both sender and receiver sides. The Smooth Start 

requires sender modification only, but it does not address the first Slow Start problem.  
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Amongst the proposals that deal with the second Slow Start problem, the Adaptive Start is 

seen as better suited for this. It requires modification at the sender only and it solves both the first 

and the second Slow Start problem. However, Adaptive Start employs an eligible rate estimator, 

which does not consider the effect of packet returning via different paths, i.e., it assumes that the 

RTT of each packet is similar. This effect cans worsen Adaptive Start bandwidth estimates in 

networks where routes change frequently, leading to wrong estimates of RTT and other important 

variables. 

The absence of a practical and efficient proposal for mitigating Slow Start problems motivates 

the elaboration of the present study. However, the ideas of previous proposals had served as an 

inspiration and a basis for comparison of this work. 
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4 Burst TCP 
 

“Elephantum e mure facis.” 

Schottus, Adages 212 

In this chapter we present Burst TCP (B-TCP), a new approach for the window growth during the 

Slow Start phase, aiming to favor mice flows while having minor impact on other flows. The 

structure of this chapter shows the elaboration process of B-TCP in a stepwise way: firstly, in 

Section 4.1 we present the generalized Slow Start proposal which points out the failure of the 

exponential growth; after that, in Section 4.2, we describe B-TCP proposal itself; and finally, in 

Section 4.3, we choose the B-TCP parameters according to their basic performance in an simple 

scenario. 

4.1 Generalizing Slow Start 

As earlier explained in Chapter 3, Slow Start presents some problems associated with its exponential 

behavior: it initiates with a very low rate, and it increases such rate very rapidly. In an attempt to 

improve the initial bandwidth consumption for mice flows, we developed a simple Slow Start 

generalization, which maintains the exponential growth of Slow Start but modifies it exponential 

base. 

In [53], Jin et al. explained that current TCP congestion control research follows an important 

guideline: the congestion control behavior is designed at a flow level and, after this, the packet level 

implementation is considered. The first approach models the macroscopic constraints of the flow, 

such as achieved throughput and fairness. Next, the packet level specification is determined by the 

constraints and objectives described at flow level. 

 Firstly, we will follow this process in a bottom-up way. A look at the congestion window 

growth dynamics of Slow Start shows that that at the packet level cwnd increases by one packet for 

each ACK arrival. Thus, we have that 

1+← cwndcwnd  
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but, at the flow level, cwnd grows exponentially in the base 2 as follow 

RTT
cwnd 2← . 

 Obviously, this behavior gives us a general idea of the Slow Start dynamics only, since it does 

not consider the effect of some issues such as delayed ACKs and the topological diversity of the 

Internet. Moreover, it assumes an initial window equal to one. 

 Secondly, following the process in their correct sequence, we generalize the flow level model 

of Slow Start as below,  

RTT
bcwnd ←  

where b is the base. Hence, the packet-level model that implements this behavior becomes 

)1( −+← bcwndcwnd . 

 Figure 7 compares the congestion window dynamics of Slow Start and it generalization using a 

base equal to 3. Please note, that the latter increases the window growth and consequently it 

improves the individual transfer time for small flows when there is available bandwidth. In other 

words, the higher the base b, the higher is the cwnd window growth and the lower is the transfer 

time. 
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Figure 7 Slow Start and generalized Slow Start congestion window dynamics 

 Despite the performance improvement that generalized Slow Start gets in some cases, 

simulation results shown that this scheme obtains worse performance over heavily congested links. 

For instance consider the example showed in sub-section 3.2.5 and illustrated in Figure 6, one can 
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note that Slow Start achieves the cwnd of 64 packets in six RTTs. Now, assuming the use of 

generalized Slow Start with a base equal to 4 in the same conditions, that is, the maximum number 

of allowed packets on network is 32 packets. The generalized form of Slow Start reaches 64 packets 

in just three RTTs. This means that it anticipates network congestion, since while Slow Start sends 

95 packets before any loss occurs, the generalization scheme sends only 53 packets. Thus, 

considering a file size of 64 packets, Slow Start could achieve the transfer before the generalized 

form and without retransmissions. 

4.2 Burst TCP 

The design problem of the Slow Start exponential growth motivated us to propose a new algorithm 

to avoid the two Slow Start problems. 

 The main function of Slow Start is increasing the TCP rate (or congestion window, in practical 

terms) until reaching the available link bandwidth. So we can metaphorically say that this process 

looks like the task of filling a pipe or a bottle with water. The Slow Start exponential approach is 

counter-intuitive to the standard manner to do this task [91]. To do this correctly we must initiate 

pouring out water in the bottle quickly and reducing it progressively to avoid spilling out water. B-

TCP follows this concept, that is, at the initial RTTs, the algorithm increases the congestion window 

through large steps and reduces these steps gradually afterwards. 

 In this way, the B-TCP proposal creates a window growth scheme inversely proportional to 

the window size. The intuition behind this scheme is that whether a flow increases its window size is 

because it has more data to send, and when this flow grows it leaves the mice class and turns to be 

an elephant. Thus, this proposal employs the mice threshold for indicating a flow’s class change. 

 To obtain the desired dynamics, the flow level behavior was first defined as: 








 −
+←

f

cwndtmice
floorcwndcwnd

_
 

where f is the smoothing-out factor responsible for the control of the aggressiveness of B-TCP(f), 

and the floor function returns the largest integer less than or equal to mice_t – cwnd. The threshold, 

called mice threshold (mice_t), indicates whether a flow has changed from a mouse to a small 

elephant, that is, when the window reaches this value the flow cannot be considered a mouse 

because it still has data to send. Thus, the packet level model which roughly implements the flow 

level model was designed as: 
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cwnd

f

cwndtmice
floor

cwndcwnd







 −

+←

_

. 

 The idea of this implementation is that each increment in cwnd will be a fraction of cwnd, 

guaranteeing the dynamic designed in the flow level specification. Figure 8 compares the congestion 

window dynamics at flow level of Slow Start, B-TCP(4) and B-TCP(8) with mice_t equal to 32 

packets. Using the same example presented in sub-section 3.2.5, we see that B-TCP(4) completes the 

transfer of a 64 packets file two RTTs earlier than Slow Start and, at the same time, it avoids packet 

losses. In the case of B-TCP(8), it takes six RTTs to complete the transfer exactly as Slow Start, 

however B-TCP(8) avoids packet losses which occurs with Slow Start. 
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Figure 8 Slow Start, B-TCP(4) and B-TCP(8) congestion window dynamics 

 B-TCP has two parameters which govern its behavior: the smoothing-out factor and the mice 

threshold. The smoothing-out factor f is a non-zero integer which governs the increase window 

value, and a priori it value is constant and set arbitrarily. Moreover, B-TCP flows must maintain its 

dynamics up to cwnd reaches the mice threshold value (mice_t) or until the connection detects a loss, 

behaving as the standard Reno TCP, from this point on. As earlier stated, the threshold indicates a 

transition of the flow class from a mouse to an elephant. The loss detection, on other hand, shows 

that the network is congested and therefore B-TCP must turn off it aggressive behavior. 

 Figure 9 shows the pseudo-code of B-TCP and illustrates its behavior in relation to the main 

TCP events: ACK arrivals, three duplicated ACKs detection, and timeout expiry. Others pieces of 

code such as the congestion avoidance have not been shown directly, but are represented by the 
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“Standard” indication. The algorithm considers cwnd in packets, following the scheme used by the 

NS-2 simulator [68]. 

When non-duplicated ACK arrival: 

If (cwnd < ssthresh) { 

     If (btcp_enabled==TRUE) { 

  increment = floor((mice_t - cwnd)/f) 

      If (increment==0) increment = 1 

  cwnd += increment/cwnd 

    } else { 

  cwnd += 1 

    } 

}else{ 

 //go to Standard TCP 

} 

When 3 Duplicated ACK or when Timeout expires 

btcp_enabled=FALSE 

//go to Standard TCP 

Figure 9 Pseudo-code of B-TCP(f) with mice threshold mice_t 

 When the TCP protocol detects a loss, either through three duplicated ACKs or through 

retransmission timeout expiry, B-TCP must be turned off. To implement this we use the btcp_enabled 

boolean variable, which is set initially to TRUE and in the event of loss assumes the FALSE value. 

Thus, at each ACK arrival, this variable is tested to decide which algorithm will be used: B-TCP or 

Slow Start. Please note that when btcp_enabled is set to FALSE it remains with this value forever, i.e., 

the TCP protocol does not perform B-TCP algorithm ever again during the lifetime of this flow. 

Using this strategy B-TCP can avoid other losses caused by its aggressive growth. On the other 

hand, this strategy can be uninteresting for wireless environments where packet losses may be 

caused by transmission errors. However, the scenarios studied in this dissertation are limited to 

wired networks. 

 Another observation in this pseudo-code is that, in some cases, the floor function can set the 

increment variable to zero, therefore this pseudo-code employs a condition to avoid that the 

congestion window obtains no increment. Moreover, such modification, jointly with the inversely 

proportional window growth of B-TCP, allows a smooth transition between the initial phase and the 

congestion avoidance phase. 
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4.2.1 Solved problems 

The previous chapter cited the main TCP problems to deal with mice flows that are: the overhead 

caused by the initialization and finalization phases; the independent probing problem; the Fast 

Retransmit/Fast Recovery problem; the bad initial estimate of the retransmission timeout; the 

problem caused by delayed ACKs; and the two Slow Start performance problems. 

 Solutions to solve the overhead of the initial and final TCP phases require either a profound 

modification on the TCP protocol as the T/TCP and the SCTP proposals or are application-based 

as P-HTTP proposal. Such solutions would have a strong impact on the simplicity of the B-TCP 

and therefore our proposal does not address this problem. The independent probing also was not 

considered in the B-TCP design because the solution of this problem requires history information 

over past and current TCP sessions which again increase the complexity of any solution. However, 

the B-TCP mechanism can be easily added to any one proposal that solves these two problems and 

to get they benefits. 

 The main objective of B-TCP is to correct directly the performance problems of Slow Start, 

i.e., their slow initial increase and their multiples losses caused by the exponential behavior. However 

the correction of these problems leads to the correction of other two problems: the Fast 

Retransmit/Fast Recovery problem; and the problem caused by delayed ACKs. The first is solved 

because the amount of data sent from the second RTT and on by B-TCP is sufficient to activate the 

FR/FR algorithms. Obviously, this good behavior is dependent of the B-TCP parameters as will be 

shown in the next section. This same aspect of B-TCP is sufficient to smooth the problem caused 

by the second problem, since as the sender send many packets the receiver is forced to send ACKs 

quickly. 

 Finally, the bad initial estimate of the retransmission timeout is not addressed by B-TCP, but 

as the connection has more chance to detect losses by three duplicated ACKs the detection by 

retransmission timeouts turns less often. Thus, the bad initial estimate not affects the performance 

of small flows. 

4.3 Parameters setting 

The equations modeling B-TCP show that its behavior is dependent on two main parameters: the 

smoothing-out factor (f) and the mice threshold (mice_t). In this section we perform two experiments 

to study the performance of B-TCP according to each parameter, analyze the performance results 

and finally discuss the adequate choice of B-TCP parameters values. Please note that these 
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experiments are simple and deterministic, i.e., they do not introduce any random behaviors. 

Therefore, the experiments were executed without replications. 

 The topology is composed of two hosts, the sender and the receiver, connected through a full-

duplex link with bandwidth equal to 1.5Mbps and one-way delay equal to 0.5s, and its queue size is 

set to a value arbitrarily high to avoid losses due queue build up. The packet size is set to 1024B. 

 Initially, there are no flows in the network. At time 0, a 64 KB file is starting to be transferred 

on the sender side and the time for completion is computed. Moreover, at each RTT the congestion 

window size of the flow is stored during the transfer to give us an idea of the effect of each B-TCP 

parameter. These experiments are executed using the NS-2 [68], a discrete event network simulator, 

which was adapted to perform the B-TCP algorithm. 

4.3.1 Evaluating B-TCP smoothing-out factor 

The first experiment evaluates the effect of the smoothing-out factor in the file transfer. The 

objective of this experiment is to allow the choice of a “good” smooth-out factor to help next 

simulations. Thus we realized 16 isolated file transfers, one of them using a standard NewReno TCP 

flavor and the others using the B-TCP(f) algorithm, with f ranging from 2 to 16. The mice threshold 

was set to 32 packets. Additionally, we undertook the same experiment with a packet loss occurring 

in the third second to force TCP to leave the B-TCP algorithm. 

 Results for transfer time of each case are illustrated using the bar graphics in Figure 10. The 

first observation from the no loss case in Figure 10(a) is that from B-TCP(7) and on the transfer 

time achieved is greater than that of NewReno, showing that the choice of the smoothing-out 

parameter must be carefully done. Thus, this result gives us a “cut off” point to choose the 

smoothing-out factor, which would be using B-TCP(6). However, a decision was made to extend 

this upper limit and try other factors including 7, 8, and 9 because for these cases the difference in 

the transfer time is only one second, i.e., one RTT. 

 To define the lower limit we plotted the congestion window size relative to each RTT for the 

smoothing-out factors 2, 3, 4, and 5 as shown in Figure 11. Please note that the point where the line 

stops indicates that the respective file transfer finished. Here it is possible observe that the cwnd 

value of B-TCP(2) and B-TCP(3) (black lines) in the first RTT are greater than 10 packets. Such big 

bursts are potentially dangerous, since there is a great probability that aggregated bursts of this size 

would fill up queues of routers, harming the network health. Therefore, we choose B-TCP(4) as the 

lower cut off point. 
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Figure 10 Transfer times of NewReno and B-TCP with f ranging from 2 to 16: (a) no loss; (b) loss at 3s 
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Figure 11 Congestion Window vs. RTT graph for B-TCP with f ={2, 3, 4, 5} 

 The case with a loss packet occurring at 3 seconds shows that some configurations of B-TCP, 

despite the lost packet, still achieved good performance results than NewReno. The graph of 

transfer times for NewReno and each B-TCP configuration are illustrated in Figure 10(b). This good 

effect arises because, before the loss happens, the cwnd of B-TCP reaches greater values than 

NewReno forcing the flow to send more packets, in addition, after loss detection, the halved cwnd of 

B-TCP stays greater than NewReno. However, this feature depends on the smoothing-out factor, 

therefore it served to refine our upper limit. Since, B-TCP(9) achieved poorer results than other B-

TCP with smaller factors, this configuration was excluded from the “good” or adequate smoothing-

out factors set. Thus, B-TCP(8) will be our upper limit. 
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4.3.2 Evaluating B-TCP Mice Threshold 

This second experiment evaluates the effect of diverse mice threshold values. The procedure follows 

exactly the already commented experiment, except that the mice threshold ranges from 8 to 80 

packets with a step of 8 packets. With respect to the smoothing-out factor it was set for 4 and 8, i.e., 

which are, respectively, the lower and upper limits found in the previous experiment, in this way we 

could have results for the best and the worst cases of the “good” factors. 

 Results of the transfer times achieved in this experiment are depicted in Figure 12. Both 

graphs are measured in no losses environments. Again an attempt was made to try to find limits to 

this parameter. Thus, the lower mice threshold which achieved good results for both cases would be 

40 packets. However, a decision was made to extend this limit to involve the 32 packets value 

because the difference in the transfer time is only one RTT (one second) in each case. 
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Figure 12 Transfer times of NewReno and B-TCP with mice_t ranging from 8 to 80: (a) f=4; (b) f=8 

 To choose the upper limit, we plotted, in Figure 13, the congestion window size vs. RTT for 

B-TCP using a smoothing-out factor equal to 4 and some cases of mice threshold. One can note 

that except for 32 packets configuration all configurations initiated the flow with a burst of 10 or 

more packets, and in agreement with the previous cited reason all values greater than 32 were 

discarded. 
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Figure 13 Congestion Window vs. RTT graph for B-TCP with f equal to 4 and mice_t={32, 40, 56, 80} 

 Thus, this experiment pointed out the 32 packets value as the best mice threshold for B-TCP, 

which jointly with the smoothing-out factor range selected forms our retained good parameters will 

be used on related experiments in next chapter. Obviously, these simple experiments do not allow us 

to confirm that these values are the best ones for any case. Hence, one would need to develop an 

analytical model with the designed main aspects of B-TCP and evaluate its impact in a network, 

however the elaboration of this model is out of the scope of this work. 

 The experiments in this section showed that B-TCP can achieve good performance results for 

an only mice flow with a single loss environment when compared to standard TCP. In the next 

chapter we will evaluate B-TCP under more elaborate and complex scenarios, where B-TCP is 

competing with more flows and also its impact on elephants needs to be evaluated more carefully. 

Moreover, despite this lack of completeness, the chosen parameter values, which were based on 

these simple experiments, will be corroborated by performance results obtained from the diverse 

scenarios. 
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5 Performance Evaluation 
 

“Iustitiae est inaequalia inaequalibus dare.” 

Saint Thomas Aquinas 

The previous chapter presented a modification to the initial phase of TCP for benefiting mice flows, 

called Burst TCP (B-TCP). Moreover, it showed that this modification improves performance of 

some very simple scenarios. Subsequently the next step, undertaken in this chapter, is to investigate 

the B-TCP performance in more complex scenarios. 

 The B-TCP modification was implemented using the NS-2 simulator [68] (code in the Annex), 

and all experiments performed in this chapter also use it. Section 5.1 presents our motivation to 

choose simulation as the performance evaluation technique.  

Section 5.2 evaluates B-TCP performance in a basic topology with traffic mice and elephants 

competing, and, in addition, the effect of the routers buffer size is evaluated. In Section 5.3 the basic 

scenario is extended to evaluate the effect of traffic in two ways. In addition, this scenario evaluates 

fairness of B-TCP and studies as B-TCP behaves in the effect presence of delayed ACKs and 

unresponsive traffic. 

Section 5.4 evaluates B-TCP performance in a more complex scenario using a multi-hop 

topology with background traffic. Section 5.5 discusses other aspects of B-TCP and high 

bandwidth-delay product networks. Finally, section 5.6 talks about the deployment aspects of B-

TCP. 

5.1 Why use simulation? 

Jain [51] explains that there are three broad techniques for performance evaluation: analytical 

modeling, measurement, and simulation. He presents the main aspects of each technique and 

concludes that, in most cases, the simulation technique demands medium cost and time when 

compared to the others techniques, and provides results more often closer to reality when compared 
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to the analytical modeling technique. These aspects, cost, time and accuracy, motivated us to choose 

simulation as our evaluation technique. 

Obviously, the simulation technique has it limitations, which can be aggravated due the great 

heterogeneity of the Internet. It is practically impossible to evaluate all scenarios and parameters of 

the Internet. Therefore, each case and scenario evaluated in this work was chosen carefully based on 

the work of Floyd and Paxson [40] which presents the limitations of simulating the Internet and 

points out some hints to avoid them. 

Another consideration related to this evaluation concerns the metrics used to compare the 

performance of B-TCP and other proposals. This is a challenge because our proposal is directed to 

help mice flows whose lifetime is restricted to a transient phase of TCP. Hence, we chose few and 

representative metrics for this class of flows: the transfer time and the packet loss ratio. The former 

is important because this class of flows consists of interactive sessions that require little time delays. 

The latter is important to maintain the network health and not affect the performance of long flows. 

5.2 Base Experiment 

5.2.1 Simulation scenario 

The first simulation experiment is a basic scenario which uses a dumbbell topology, as depicted in 

Figure 14, where each side has five nodes. Nodes S0, S1 and so on are the source nodes responsible 

for generating the main flows, similarly R0, R1 and so on are the receiver nodes. The main flows run 

in only one direction, left to right, and ACKs run in the opposite way. Each node has a variable 

number of TCP flows (50 to 250 flows per node). 

The peripheral links’ bandwidth is 10 Mbps and its one-way delay is 5 ms, and for the 

bottleneck these values are 1.5 Mbps and 35 ms, respectively. All links are full-duplex. The queue 

sizes on each router (RT0 and RT1) were set equal to the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of the 

link. Thus, with packets of 1024B, the queue size value was set to 7 packets. 

Each flow is a FTP transfer whose file size (in packets) follows a Pareto distribution and its 

scale parameter is 4 and its shape parameter is 1.2. This parameterization creates flows of different 

sizes allowing the emulation of mice and elephant flows. The chosen scale value limits the lower 

bound of the Pareto distribution to 4 packets (4 KB), which is interesting because, for any TCP 

flavor (NewReno or B-TCP), size files below 4 packets, in loss cases, do not activate the Fast 

Retransmit. The shape value (1.2) was chosen based on recent literature information [21]. 
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Figure 14 Network topology for simulation 

In order to avoid synchronization among flows, the initial time of each flow is chosen from a 

uniform distribution between 0 and 900 seconds. The total simulation time is set to 1000 seconds, 

which is enough to finish the data transfer of each flow. Moreover, each flow is grouped in the mice 

or elephant classes according to a classification threshold. In this experiment, two different 

thresholds have been used. First, the classification threshold was set equal to 32 KB (32 packets) 

because this value is the mice threshold used on B-TCP. The other classification threshold was 

chosen through the AEST method, explained in sub-section 3.1.1. We collected more than 60000 

samples generated through the Pareto distribution with the chosen parameters and, using AEST, we 

found the first point in the tail of the distribution to be equal to 82 KB (82 packets). 

 In each simulation, the number of FTP sources varies from 50 to 250 with a step equal to 50. 

Each case is repeated 50 times to guarantee results statistically acceptable, and at each replication the 

seed of the random number generator is chosen from a file. The same seed file is used for 

replications of each TCP flavor to guarantee the same traffic load for each TCP flavor. All presented 

results have a 95% confidence level. 

5.2.2 Mice and Elephants Competition 

In this basic case we use B-TCP with the parameters derived in the previous chapter, that is, the 

smoothing-out factor was set to 4 and 8 and the mice threshold was set to 32 packets. For 

comparison purposes we use the NewReno flavor as the standard TCP. This choice is based on the 

recent work of Medina et al. [61] that investigated the deployment of different TCP flavors on more 

than eighty thousand Internet servers, and observed that the NewReno TCP flavor is deployed in 

roughly 76% of the classified servers. We also simulated the TCP SACK flavor, but the results 

obtained for this flavor were approximately equal to NewReno’s and therefore they will not be 

shown. 
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Regarding the number of flows, a preliminary study demonstrates that the typical bottleneck 

link utilization is obtained for 250 flows and 1250 flows with NewReno TCP Flavor. For a small 

number of flows (250 flows) the mean link utilization is about 2.8%; however there are some peaks 

with 1 to 3 seconds duration where the utilization reaches between 90% and 100%. Using 1250 

flows the mean link utilization obtained is around 19.6% with peaks of up to 85% lasting as long as 

one minute. 
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Figure 15 Transfer time graph for mice class using different classification threshold: (a) 32KB and (b) 82 KB 
calculated by AEST method 

The values of the transfer time were computed for each flow in both elephant and mice 

classes. The transfer time mean and the confidence interval plotted in the graphics were extracted 

from all flows in each class. For the elephant class, the high confidence values do not allow any 

conclusion and therefore they will not be shown. This occurs because the number of elephant flows 

is small, for instance, in the 250 flows case the mean number of elephants corresponds to 8.7% of 

all flows. Moreover, the binary classification scheme groups dissimilar flows in the same class, thus a 

file transfer of 33 KB is grouped into elephant class jointly with a file of 1MB. However, obviously, 

the duration of these two flows is very different, increasing the variability and the confidence 

interval. 

Figure 15 shows the mean transfer time (in seconds) in a line graph for the mice class using 

different values as mice threshold. Considering Figure 15(a), a first observation is that the small 

confidence interval guarantees reliability, in this case the accuracy7 is about 5%. Moreover, B-TCP(4) 

and B-TCP(8) obtain smaller mean values than NewReno, the difference is about 38% in the light 

congested case and 19% in the heavy congested case. This occurs because B-TCP considers its own 

contribution for congestion, and reduces its growing rate as the congestion window increases. 

                                                
7 An accuracy of r % means that the confidence interval should be ( ) ( )( )1001,1001 rxrx +−  where x  is the sampled mean. 
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Please note that the choice of the smoothing-out factor affects the transfer time. At best B-

TCP(4) improves the transfer time by approximately 18%. Despite this with 1000 and 1250 flows 

nothing can be said because of confidence intervals overlap. A second observation is that the B-

TCP(4) line slope is greater than that of B-TCP(8) and NewReno, hence indicating that the 

difference between them can diminish with the increase of the number of flows. 

Therefore, we run this same case for 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, and 2500 flows, and our 

previous suspicion was confirmed: B-TCP(4) outperforms B-TCP(8) and reaches NewReno, but B-

TCP(8) continues improving NewReno transfer times despite congestion increase, for instance, for 

2250 flows the improvement is approximately 10%. For 2500 flows nothing can be said because 

confidence intervals overlap. 

Figure 15(b) shows transfer time results using the AEST method in calculus of the threshold 

between mice and elephants. Please note that the linear behavior for each TCP flavor is the same 

that the one in Figure 15(a), despite its plotted values being different. Such result shows that our rule 

of thumb choice of 32KB is a good value for representing the threshold. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 16 Packet losses graphs for each class 

A second metric evaluated in this experiment was the percentage of lost packets for each class. 

In this scenario, losses occur exclusively due to buffer overflow. Figure 16 shows the packet loss 

observed, which allow some observations. The first observation is that the percentage of lost 

packets in the mice class for B-TCP(4) is many times bigger than the one from B-TCP(8) or 

NewReno. On the other hand, B-TCP(8) achieves lower values than NewReno. This occurs because 

B-TCP initiates its connection with a bigger packet burst which can increase the number of lost 

packets. For instance, consider the bottleneck BDP and buffer of this experiment, whose values are 

7 packets each, and only two B-TCP(4) flows. After the first packet arrival of each flow, B-TCP(4) 
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increases its congestion window to 8 packets, therefore the total number of packets in network will 

be greater than the BDP and the bottleneck buffer, causing lost of two packets. Thus, even with few 

concurrent flows, B-TCP(4) is more likely to lose its packets due to router packet dropping. 

The second interesting observation regarding the packet loss metric is relative to the elephant 

graph. This graph shows that B-TCP algorithms reduce the mean number of lost packets for 

elephants. Please note that, for B-TCP(8) results, absolute values for elephants are, surprisingly, 

smaller than absolute mice values. In this line, the last observation is that the overall number of lost 

packets for B-TCP(8) is less than that of other cases, since it finishes its transmission before the 

sender rate reaches the available bandwidth therefore reducing the loss probability. 
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Figure 17 Transfer time graph for mice class and 1Mpbs link rate 

 Looking at transfer time metrics only, B-TCP(4) obtained better performance than B-TCP(8). 

But, this last metric has shown that B-TCP(4) has a greedy behavior which can achieve poor results 

in networks with high congestion levels. Therefore, we run the same scenario using a 1.0 Mbps 

bottleneck link. The idea here is to increase the congestion and, at the same time, modify router 

buffers, which was set to only 4 packets. Figure 17 presents the mice transfer time for NewReno, B-

TCP(4) and B-TCP(8) TCP flavors, and shows clearly that B-TCP(4) achieves poor performance in 

relation to NewReno and B-TCP(8). The latter, on the other hand, continues achieving good results. 

5.2.3 Varying Router Buffer Size 

 The first results pointed to an important relation between the buffer size and the smoothing-

out factor of B-TCP. Therefore, we evaluated the effect of the buffer size on B-TCP. First we 

evaluated the effect of use round trip time (RTT) to calculate the buffer size. Thus, the buffer size 

has been increased to 14 packets, and all the other parameters were maintained. Figure 18 shows the 
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result for the transfer time of the mice class using this rule. As expected, B-TCP still achieves good 

performance, and the use of a large buffer improves it transfer time reaching about 30% in the 

better case. Moreover, the difference between NewReno and B-TCP(4) increased to approximately 

43%. 
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Figure 18 Transfer Time graph for mice class using augmented buffer 

 We also evaluated B-TCP using a small buffer size. Based on [7], we calculated the buffer size 

using ( ) nRTTxC , where n is the number of elephant flows in the set, RTT is the round-trip time, 

and C is the link capacity. As the number of elephant flows is about 10% of all flows the buffer was 

set to only 3 packets. Figure 19 shows the results for this evaluation. In this case, B-TCP achieves 

poorer results than those of NewReno due the bursts of B-TCP. 
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Figure 19 Transfer Time graph for mice class using reduced buffer 

With regards to packet loss ratio terms, the augmented buffer behaves as in the 7 packets 

buffer case, that is, the mice class B-TCP(8) achieved better loss ratio than NewReno and B-TCP(4), 
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and this last one obtained the worst values. However the effective loss ratio values were reduced, for 

instance, in the heavy congested case (1500 flows), the loss ratio in mice class for B-TCP(4) was 

0.4%. For the elephant class, the observations remains as those for the 7 packets buffer case, but 

again the loss ratio values were smaller. 

The results for packet loss ratio with reduced buffer are illustrated by the bar graphs of Figure 

20, and the first observation is the increase of the effective values. Moreover these results show 

clearly that B-TCP(8), in the mice class, achieves greater values than NewReno in all congestion 

cases. However, for elephants, B-TCP(8) still obtains smaller loss ratio values than NewReno, 

decreasing roughly 50% in all congestion cases. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 20 Packet losses graphs for each class with bottleneck buffer reduced 

In general, the buffer increase improves performance of B-TCP because it avoids losses that 

could be caused due its initial burst. On the other hand, when using a reduced buffer, B-TCP 

obtains poor results than the standard TCP. However, this bad result can be explained by the 

simplicity of our topology. Since it is known that the rule, proposed in [7], must be employed when 

there are a high number of flows sharing the same link. 

5.3 Reverse Traffic 

Using the basic scenario, we investigated the effect of reverse traffic, to evaluate B-TCP 

performance in a realistic scenario. Reverse traffic means that, in addition to the left to right flows, 

we configured the same number of FTP sources in the reverse path, in the right to left direction. 

Note that now the ACK traffic flows on both paths. 
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Figure 21 shows the aggregated transfer time for the mice class with reverse traffic. In 

comparison to the basic case, one can observe that all values of all flavors increased. However, B-

TCP(8) still present lesser transfer times than NewReno and it suffers the smaller increase, achieving 

only 6.7% in the heavy congested case against 8.1% of NewReno and 21.2% of B-TCP(4). In this 

scenario, the basic role of the reverse traffic is to increase the congestion level in the network 

through the occupation of queue routers. Therefore the transfer time of B-TCP(4) is more affected, 

since its aggressive behavior achieves bad performance in high congested networks. 
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Figure 21 Transfer time graph for mice class in reverse traffic case 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 22 Packet losses graphs for each class with reverse traffic 

With regard to the packet loss ratio metric, we observed smaller increases in the ratio values in 

comparison to the one-way traffic case, in the more congested case the ratio in the mice class 

increases by 0.5% for the B-TCP(4) flavor. Moreover, the previous conclusions obtained remain the 

same: in the mice class, B-TCP(4) achieves higher values than the other flavors, and in the elephant 

class, B-TCP(4) and B-TCP(8) reduce the loss in comparison to NewReno. 
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The use of reverse traffic shows us a scenario where the aggressive behavior of B-TCP can be 

evaluated in a more realistic way. Thus, unless otherwise indicated, we will use the reverse traffic 

modification in the next experiments. 

5.3.1 Fairness 

Another important metric for the evaluation of congestion control mechanisms is fairness. Despite 

its importance there is no consensus on its definition. In [37] some of the proposed definitions are 

presented. 

In the context of congestion control, the proposals for calculate fairness are faced with 

another problem as these definitions do not consider such evaluation to be made in scenarios with 

different flow types. The classical Jain’s fairness formula [52] is a good example of this. It is based 

on the throughput achieved by each connection and assumes that n users sharing a link and 

demanding equal resources should have equal throughput. The assumption of “demand equal 

resources” is exactly the problem of this method, since in the heavy-tailed scenario each flow, mice 

or elephant, demands different resources in different levels. 

Thus, we studied fairness for the mice class only and based this on the transfer time metric, 

since its class of flows is often used by request-response applications like telnet or HTTP requests. 

Based on the work of Guo [44], we measured the coefficient of variation (COV) of the time transfer 

in the reverse traffic scenario for each congestion level. This metric is closely related to the fairness 

since a high variability indicates a less fair system. Figure 23 shows the result of this metric.  
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Figure 23 COV graph for mice class in reverse traffic case 

Please note that for all TCP flavors and congestion levels the relative COV is high. These 

higher values can be explained due the different flows sizes in this class, i.e., even that the mice class 
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only groups flows with size below 32 KB, the diverse flows size contained in this class implies 

diverse mean transfer time, which increases the variability. Despite this B-TCP(8) results is very 

close to NewReno, in average terms, the COV of B-TCP(8) is even quite smaller than NewReno. 

The high values obtained in the COV metric bring up the question whether the mean is a 

representative metric for evaluating the mice flows. Therefore, we computed the median which is 

showed in the Table II. The median give us a more robust statistic in the presence of outlier values, 

and the obtained values show that B-TCP(8) and B-TCP(4) still improve NewReno transfer time.  

Table II Median of the transfer time for mice class in reverse traffic case 

Total number of flows NewReno B-TCP(4) B-TCP(8) 
250 0.383518 0.225879 0.302799 
500 0.383518 0.227932 0.302887 

750 0.389193 0.227932 0.303576 

1000 0.389193 0.234195 0.308562 

1250 0.390822 0.244895 0.309657 

Moreover, we computed the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) based on the transfer 

time samples obtained for each TCP flavor in each congestion level, and verified that the mean 

transfer time of the mice class obtained for B-TCP(8) represents 71.83% of the mice in the 250 

flows case and 82.43% of the mice in the 1250 flows case. For NewReno these values are 65.46% 

and 82.05%. Erro! A origem da referência não foi encontrada. and Figure 25 shows the CDF 

curves in 50 and 1250 flows cases for B-TCP(8) and NewReno, respectively. 
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Figure 24 CDF curves of B-TCP(8) transfer time samples for (a) 250 flows and (a) 1250 flows 
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Figure 25 CDF curves of NewReno transfer time samples for (a) 250 flows and (a) 1250 flows 

 The values obtained for the mean transfer times metric allied with the results of the 

distribution of the sampled transfer times allow to conclude that B-TCP(8), in addition to the 

decrease in the mean transfer time, it acts over a large range of flows. 

5.3.2 Delayed ACKs 

In sub-section 3.2.4, we explained how the Delayed ACK mechanism can affect the 

performance of mice flows. In this section we study this effect through simulations. We used the 

scenario with reverse traffic modification, however we modified TCP receivers for delayed ACKs, 

and we set the wait delay to 200ms.  

Figure 26 compares the aggregated transfer time for mice class obtained for NewReno, B-

TCP(4), and B-TCP(8) the Increased Initial Window (IIW) proposal [4]. Again B-TCP(8) achieves 

smaller transfer time values than the standard TCP, however the difference between them is 37.5% 

higher than the reverse traffic basic scenario. On the other hand, B-TCP(4) improves NewReno 

performance for few flows, but for many flows it gets the worst performance. 
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Figure 26 Transfer time graph for mice class in delayed ACKs case 

 We also consider the use of the IIW work by Allman in [4] and explained in sub-section 3.3.3, 

which was proposed, between other goals, to improve the TCP performance under delayed ACKs 

situations. In transfer time terms, this modification really improves performance of NewReno as 

depicted in Figure 26, and achieves performance comparable to that of B-TCP(8). However, 

regarding the loss packets ratio metric, illustrated in Figure 27, IIW values are comparable to 

NewReno because it still has the second Slow Start problem, that is, the exponential congestion 

window growth. On the other hand, B-TCP(8) continues lowering its loss ratio at all congestion 

levels. 

 B-TCP could substitute the initial window of one packet employing the IIW mechanism. In 

this way, B-TCP would also improve the performance of flows with few packets and preserve the 

network health without generating multiples packet losses. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 27 Packet losses graphs for each class with delayed ACKs 
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5.3.3 Unresponsive traffic 

In this sub-section, we evaluate the effect of an unresponsive flow, i.e., a flow which fails to 

decrease its sending rate in response to network congestion situations. Flows employing the UDP 

protocol are in this category. Such flows deteriorate the network health and harm responsible flows 

as TCP. Based on this, we evaluate the impact of a UDP flow on our proposal and we compare it to 

the standard TCP. 

The scenario configuration is the simple topology with traffic in both directions. We add two 

new hosts, one in each side of the network, and add a UDP flow in the left to right direction that 

initiates at 300s and lasts 200s, and it sends data packets of 1KB at 500Kbps. Moreover, each class 

of TCP flows, mice and elephants, were separated in three cases: before, during, and after the UDP 

flow; and measurements were taken relative to transfer time and loss ratio metrics for each case. 

An examination of the transfer time metric, shows that the cases before and after the UDP 

flows obtained similar behavior, therefore we represented in Figure 28(a) the results before the UDP 

flows only. This result is also comparable to the result obtained in the case with reverse traffic, 

except for B-TCP(4) where the performance in high congestion levels is more accurate and shows 

that B-TCP(4) improves NewReno in all congestion levels. The results for the transfer time obtained 

during the UDP flows are presented in the line graph in Figure 28(b). They show that the mean 

worsening of B-TCP(4) in relation to NewReno is 14.8%. On the other hand, B-TCP(8) improves 

transfer time in relation to NewReno in all congestion levels with a mean improvement of 12.2%.  
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Figure 28 Transfer time graph for mice class (a) before the UDP flow, and (b) during the UDP flow 

This occurs because the constant bit rate UDP traffic occupies, on average, two places of the 

router queue, anticipating the multiples losses of NewReno and harming the B-TCP performance. 
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However, B-TCP(4) is more sensitive to this reduction that B-TCP(8), while the latter suffers a small 

increase in transfer time the former is severely affected and obtain the worse one result. 

Figure 29 shows the packet loss ratio for the TCP flows during the background UDP flows, 

for the other cases the graphs will not be shown because they are close to the previous results with 

reverse traffic, as expected. The loss ratio confirms the bad effect of UDP flows on B-TCP and 

NewReno, since all the values of all flavors increased. For instance, the B-TCP(4) increase relative to 

before UDP flow reaches surprisingly 400% for 250 flows in the mice class, and 158% for B-TCP(8) 

in this same case. Despite this, the graphs also show that B-TCP(8) continues improving NewReno, 

at 1250 flows of the mice class the improvement is of 19.9%, and it reaches 56.2% at 250 flows. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 29 Packet losses graphs for each class during UDP flow 

5.4 Multi-hop topology 

We also verified the B-TCP performance in a multi-hop topology, as shown in Figure 30. 

Basically, we added a third router and a second bottleneck link between each side of the dumbbell. 

The use of more hops adds new packet drop points, increasing the loss probability in the network. 

Moreover we added a set of four nodes (B0, B1, B2 and B4) which generate background 

traffic. The objective of this traffic is to increase the congestion level at the bottlenecks. These 

nodes are connected to their respective routers through a full-duplex link with rate of 10 Mbps and 

delay of 5 ms. 

The grey lines indicate the traffic direction of each node, such traffic is generated in the same 

way that the main traffic, i.e., using a Pareto distribution with shape equal to 1.2 and scale 4. The 

number of sources linked to B0 and B1 varies equally to the number of the main sources: 250, 500, 

750, 1000, and 1250 flows. 
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Figure 30 Multi-hop topology 

 The mean transfer time for the mice class was calculated in two cases with background traffic 

and without background traffic. The line graph in the Figure 31(a) illustrates the case without 

background traffic. Again, B-TCP(8) improves the transfer time of NewReno with mean 

improvement equal to 13.78%. B-TCP(4) behaves as in others cases, i.e., it present a bigger 

improvement in relation to NewReno in low congestion levels, 27.7% for 250 flows, and this 

difference decreases as the congestion increases.  
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Figure 31 Transfer time graph for mice class in the multi-hop topology (a) without the background traffic 
and (b) with the background traffic 

However, despite B-TCP(4) not exceeding NewReno in the case without background traffic, 

the other case shows that the aggressive behavior of B-TCP(4) worsens their performance. Figure 

31(b) shows the influence of the background traffic in the performance of each TCP flavor. Now, 

B-TCP(4) shows their common behavior obtaining the highest mean transfer time value of 1.1 

seconds in the more congested case. On the other hand, B-TCP(8) improves performance of 

NewReno and the average improvement is equal to 13.25% that is roughly the same as in the case 

without background traffic. 
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We also computed the packet loss ratio metric for the mice and the elephant classes, but, 

despite the increase in the loss ratio, the conclusions remain the same as in the case with one single 

bottleneck link, i.e., the B-TCP(4) flavor obtains the highest values for the mice class and B-TCP(8) 

improves the packet loss ratio in all classes for all congestion levels. For completeness, Figure 32 

shows the packet loss ratio for each class when using background traffic. 

 The improvement in the transfer time and the packet loss ratio show that the B-TCP proposal 

performs quite well even in a more elaborated topology with concurrent background traffic. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 32 Packet losses graphs for each class in the multi-hop topology with background traffic 

5.5 High-Speed Networks 

Recent works in the congestion control research area have been trying to solve a serious problem of 

TCP in High-Speed Networks, which is compound by links with high bandwidth-delay product 

(BDP). These works pointed out that TCP performs very poorly over these links, since the standard 

AIMD algorithm increases the congestion window slowly. A good comparison between the main 

proposals in this area can be found in [53]. 

 The Adaptive Start and the Gallop-Vegas proposals, cited in Section 3.3, are designed to solve 

the problems in this area. However, they also can affect the mice flows performance since their 

alterations modify the Slow Start phase. On the other hand, the design idea of B-TCP could be 

applied to the High-Speed TCP proposals to improve their performance during the initial phases. 

The impact of B-TCP on this network type will be evaluated in future work. 
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5.6 Deployment considerations 

In a recent Internet Draft [37], Floyd discusses a set of metrics to evaluate congestion control 

proposals for the Internet. One of these metrics is the deployment capability of the new or modified 

mechanism, which is associated with the implementation complexity of the new proposal. 

 Concerning this aspect, one can consider B-TCP as a simple TCP modification made at the 

sender side, i.e., B-TCP does not require any modification at the receiver side and at the internet 

routers. The algorithm presented in Chapter 4 adds only three new variables to the standard TCP 

congestion control and is simple to implement. 

Another issue on deployment is that if B-TCP is used in operating systems it will go compete 

with other TCP flavors during a certain time. A study of the effect of a progressive deployment is 

needed to understand the impact at the different stages of such deployment. Therefore, we 

evaluated the impact of the B-TCP flows with NewReno flows. The scenario is the same as the one 

used in the reverse traffic case, however the number of TCP sources was fixed to 1200 flows.  

First, the experiment runs with all flows following the NewReno flavor. In the second case a 

number of 200 B-TCP flows, 40 at each node, are introduced in the network and this same number 

is removed from the NewReno flows. Next, the number of B-TCP flows is increased to 400 flows 

running concurrently with 800 NewReno flows. The increase of 200 flows in the number of B-TCP 

flows occurs at each step until all flows are B-TCP. For each case the loss ratio for the elephant and 

the mice class and the mean transfer time for the mice class are computed. 
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Figure 33 Transfer time graph for mice class (a) B-TCP(4), and (b) B-TCP(8) 

We run this experiment for both B-TCP(8) and B-TCP(4), Figure 33 shows the transfer time 

in each case. The x-axis counts the number of B-TCP flows, the zero value indicates that no B-TCP 
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flow is used and the 1200 value indicates that no NewReno flow is used therefore in this cases the 

respective point is not shown. 

For the B-TCP(4) case depicted in Figure 33(a), the mean transfer time of NewReno suffers a 

smooth increase as the number of B-TCP(4) flows increase. On the other hand, NewReno obtains a 

smooth decrease in the mean transfer time as the number of B-TCP(8) flows increase (Figure 33(b)). 

However, based on their confidence interval, one can say that NewReno is little affected by B-TCP 

in both cases. 

 The results for the loss ratio metric are illustrated in the stacked bar graphs in Figure 34 and 

Figure 35. The former compares the loss ratio in the mice class for B-TCP(4) and B-TCP(8), and the 

latter compares the loss ratio for the elephant class. 
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Figure 34 Packet losses graphs for the mice class (a) B-TCP(4) and (b) B-TCP(8) 

 In the mice class, one can observe that B-TCP(4), illustrated in Figure 34(a), generates more 

losses than B-TCP(8) in Figure 34(b). Moreover, from the case 400 and on, B-TCP(4) contributes 

for more than 50% of all losses. On the other hand, B-TCP(8) decreases the total loss ratio in the 

network, and decreases the loss ratio of NewReno. These results corroborates the one obtained in 

the mean transfer time metric, i.e., the smooth increase in the B-TCP(4) case and the smooth 

decrease in the B-TCP(8) case are caused by the losses of each case. While B-TCP(4) tends to 

increase losses wasting the network resources, B-TCP(8) tends to decreases network losses 

improving the performance of NewReno flows. 

 Figure 35(a) shows that B-TCP(4) smoothly reduces the loss ratio for the elephant class. In 

addition, B-TCP(8), whose results are depicted in Figure 35(b), improves this aspect considerably, 

reducing the NewReno loss ratio as well as the overall loss ratio. 
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Packets Losses for elephant class
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Figure 35 Packet losses graphs for the elephant class (a) B-TCP(4) and (b) B-TCP(8) 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

“Non datur denarius incipientibus, sed finientibus, et corona non currentibus, sed pervenientibus.” 

Saint Augustine 

This work studied the TCP problems related to mice flows on the Internet as well as some 

proposals that aim to solve this problem. Observing the limitations of each one of these earlier 

works we proposed a new algorithm to start TCP connections, called Burst TCP (B-TCP), which is 

an intuitive modification in the Slow Start algorithm for benefiting mice flows. 

B-TCP uses two parameters to control its behavior: the mice threshold and the smoothing-out 

factor. The former determines when a mice flow turns an elephant flow and the latter controls the 

aggressiveness of the algorithm, specifically, it controls the size of initial packet bursts generated by 

B-TCP. The optimal value ranges of these parameters were derived through simulations, the mice 

threshold was set to 32 packets only and the smoothing-out factor range was set to between 4 and 8. 

However in the scenarios for performance evaluation we used the minimum and the maximum 

values of the smoothing-out factor only. 

Through simulations, we evaluated the performance of B-TCP in comparison to standard 

TCP flavor in diverse network topologies with elephant and mice flows competing on a congested 

network. The effect of buffer size also was evaluated. Moreover, we presented results on fairness 

aspects and we evaluated the effect of receivers delaying ACKs as well as the effect of unresponsive 

UDP flows. 

B-TCP, in a general way, improves the transfer time for mice flows and, in some cases, for 

elephant flows also. Moreover, results showed that under high congestion, B-TCP performance for 

mice flows is quite similar to that of NewReno. B-TCP(4) proved to achieve better transfer time 

values, but it increases packet loss for mice flows, affecting their performance in heavy congested 

links. 

This work also discussed the main deployment aspects of B-TCP and pointed that it is easy to 

implement and that minimum TCP adjustments at the sender side are required. In addition, the 
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impact of the concurrent use of B-TCP flows and NewReno flows during a partial progressive 

deployment was evaluated showing that while B-TCP(4) slightly increases the transfer time of 

NewReno flows, B-TCP(8) tends to improve the performance of NewReno flows. 

Thus, this work has shown that B-TCP can improve the performance of mice flows in diverse 

scenarios with different congestion levels without harming the performance of elephant flows and 

the performance of other mice flows following a different TCP Flavor. 

6.1 Contributions 

The main contributions of this work can be resumed as follows: 

• A broad survey of the main proposals that reduce the congestion control problems 

encountered by small flows; 

• The proposal of the B-TCP scheme. This Slow Start modification was proposed and 

explained in this work. Its mechanisms and configurations were explained as well. B-

TCP was proposed to be an easy to implement mechanism which improves 

performance of mice flows without harming that of elephant flows; 

• Implementation changes made to the NS-2 simulator for allowing the evaluation of 

the B-TCP proposal; 

• Comparative evaluation between B-TCP and other proposals in diverse scenarios with 

mice and elephant flows, for measuring the performance and the scalability of this 

proposal as well as their interoperability in relation to other TCP flavors.  

6.2 Future work 

Future work in this context includes considering the use of other evaluation methods as analytical 

models and real measurements for corroborating the results obtained and finding the most favorable 

values to set the B-TCP parameters for all cases. 

Another idea is to study the use of B-TCP during the overall flow’s lifetime, that is, the use of 

B-TCP in substitution to the Slow Start algorithm after a retransmission timeout or a reception of 

three duplicated ACKs. This modification could help the elephant flows to recover from multiple 

losses, and to compensate for the steep reductions made to the congestion window.  
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Furthermore, the two parameters of B-TCP could be estimated during the flow’s lifetime 

improving their performance due to the adaptation to the current network situation. This scheme 

could be implemented by a rate estimation scheme like the one employed by TCP Vegas or TCP 

Westwood. Furthermore, history information could be used to share information between all flows. 

Moreover, another interesting research line is to integrate the B-TCP design concepts to other 

TCP proposals developed for high bandwidth-delay networks such as Gallop-Vegas, Adaptive Start 

or the High-Speed TCP. Obviously, this investigation must generate different values for the B-TCP 

parameters, which is another reason for which to consider the use of adaptive algorithms to set 

these parameters. 
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Appendix 

B-TCP NS-2 Code 

In tcp/tcp.h includes the following code: 

class BTcpAgent : public virtual RenoTcpAgent { 

public: 

        BTcpAgent(); 

        virtual void opencwnd(); 

        virtual void dupack_action(); 

        virtual void timeout(int tno); 

        virtual void recv(Packet *pkt, Handler*); 

protected: 

        int b_enabled_; /* Boolean: indicates the B-TCP status */ 

        int b_factor_;   /* The factor of B-TCP */ 

        int b_thresh_;   /* The Mice Threshold */ 

}; 

 

In gen/ns_tcl.cc includes the following code. The position of these pieces of code can be below 
the NewReno code. 
 

set classMap_(tcp-btcp) Agent/TCP/BTCP\n\ 

 

\n\ 

Agent/TCP/BTCP set b_enabled_ 1\n\ 

Agent/TCP/BTCP set b_factor_ 8\n\ 

Agent/TCP/BTCP set b_thresh_ 32\n\ 

\n\ 

 

Write the tcp/tcp-btcp.cc as follows: 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

 

#include "packet.h" 

#include "ip.h" 

#include "tcp.h" 

#include "flags.h" 

 

static class BTcpClass : public TclClass { 
public: 

        BTcpClass() : TclClass("Agent/TCP/BTCP") {} 

        TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) { 

                return (new BTcpAgent()); 

        } 

} class_btcp; 

 

BTcpAgent::BTcpAgent() : b_enabled_(1), b_factor_(8), b_thresh_(32) 

{ 

        bind("b_enabled_", &b_enabled_); 

        bind("b_factor_", &b_factor_); 

        bind("b_thresh_", &b_thresh_); 
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} 

/* 

 * Modify the Slow Start process 

 */ 

void BTcpAgent::opencwnd(){ 
        double increment; 

        if (cwnd_ < ssthresh_) { 

                if(b_enabled_){ 

                        // B-TCP 

                        increment = floor((b_thresh_ - cwnd_)/b_factor_)/cwnd_; 

                        if (increment==0) increment = 1; 

                        cwnd_ += increment; 

                } else { 

                        // Slow Start 

                        cwnd_ += 1; 

                } 

        } else { 

                /* linear */ 

                double f; 

                switch (wnd_option_) { 

                case 0: 

                        if (++count_ >= cwnd_) { 

                                count_ = 0; 

                                ++cwnd_; 

                        } 

                        break; 

 

                case 1: 

                        /* This is the standard algorithm. */ 

                        increment = increase_num_ / cwnd_; 

                        if ((last_cwnd_action_ == 0 || 

                          last_cwnd_action_ == CWND_ACTION_TIMEOUT) 

                          && max_ssthresh_ > 0) { 

                                increment = limited_slow_start(cwnd_, 

                                  max_ssthresh_, increment); 

                        } 

                        cwnd_ += increment; 

                        break; 

                case 2: 

                        f = (t_srtt_ >> T_SRTT_BITS) * tcp_tick_; 

                        f *= f; 

                        f *= wnd_const_; 

                        /* f = wnd_const_ * RTT^2 */ 

                        f += fcnt_; 

                        if (f > cwnd_) { 

                                fcnt_ = 0; 

                                ++cwnd_; 

                        } else 

                                fcnt_ = f; 

                        break; 

 

                case 3: 

                        f = awnd_; 

                        f *= f; 

                        f *= wnd_const_; 

                        f += fcnt_; 

                        if (f > cwnd_) { 

                                fcnt_ = 0; 

                                ++cwnd_; 

                        } else 

                                fcnt_ = f; 

                        break; 

 

                case 4: 

                        f = awnd_; 

                        f *= wnd_const_; 

                        f += fcnt_; 

                        if (f > cwnd_) { 
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                                fcnt_ = 0; 

                                ++cwnd_; 

                        } else 

                                fcnt_ = f; 

                        break; 

                case 5: 

                        f = (t_srtt_ >> T_SRTT_BITS) * tcp_tick_; 

                        f *= wnd_const_; 

                        f += fcnt_; 

                        if (f > cwnd_) { 

                                fcnt_ = 0; 

                                ++cwnd_; 

                        } else 

                                fcnt_ = f; 

                        break; 

                case 6: 

                        cwnd_ += increase_num_ / (cwnd_*pow(cwnd_,k_parameter_)); 

                        break; 

                case 8: 

                        increment = increase_param(); 

                        if ((last_cwnd_action_ == 0 || 

                          last_cwnd_action_ == CWND_ACTION_TIMEOUT) 

                          && max_ssthresh_ > 0) { 

                                increment = limited_slow_start(cwnd_, 

                                  max_ssthresh_, increment); 

                        } 

                        cwnd_ += increment; 

                        break; 

                default: 

#ifdef notdef 

                        /*XXX*/ 

                        error("illegal window option %d", wnd_option_); 

#endif 

                        abort(); 

                } 

        } 

 

        // if maxcwnd_ is set (nonzero), make it the cwnd limit 

        if (maxcwnd_ && (int(cwnd_) > maxcwnd_)) 

                cwnd_ = maxcwnd_; 

 

        return; 

} 

/* 

 * Deactivate B-TCP 

 */ 

void BTcpAgent::dupack_action(){ 

        b_enabled_ = 0; 

        RenoTcpAgent::dupack_action(); 

} 

 

/* 

 * Deactivate B-TCP 

 */ 

void BTcpAgent::timeout(int tno){ 

        b_enabled_ = 0; 

        RenoTcpAgent::timeout(tno); 

} 

 

void BTcpAgent::recv(Packet *pkt, Handler*) 

{ 

        hdr_tcp *tcph = hdr_tcp::access(pkt); 

        int valid_ack = 0; 

        if (qs_approved_ == 1 && tcph->seqno() > last_ack_) 

            endQuickStart(); 

        if (qs_requested_ == 1) 

            processQuickStart(pkt); 

#ifdef notdef 
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        if (pkt->type_ != PT_ACK) { 

                fprintf(stderr, 

                        "ns: configuration error: tcp received non-ack\n"); 

                exit(1); 

        } 

#endif 

 

   /* W.N.: check if this is from a previous incarnation */ 

   if (tcph->ts() < lastreset_) { 

      // Remove packet and do nothing 

      Packet::free(pkt); 

      return; 

   } 

        ++nackpack_; 

        ts_peer_ = tcph->ts(); 

 

        if (hdr_flags::access(pkt)->ecnecho() && ecn_) 

                ecn(tcph->seqno()); 

        recv_helper(pkt); 

        recv_frto_helper(pkt); 

        if (tcph->seqno() > last_ack_) { 

                if (last_cwnd_action_ == CWND_ACTION_DUPACK) 

                        last_cwnd_action_ = CWND_ACTION_EXITED; 

                dupwnd_ = 0; 

                recv_newack_helper(pkt); 

        } else if (tcph->seqno() == last_ack_) { 

                if (hdr_flags::access(pkt)->eln_ && eln_) { 

                        tcp_eln(pkt); 

                        return; 

                } 

                if (++dupacks_ == numdupacks_) { 

                        dupack_action(); 

                        if (!exitFastRetrans_) 

                                dupwnd_ = numdupacks_; 

                } else if (dupacks_ > numdupacks_ && (!exitFastRetrans_ 

                     || last_cwnd_action_ == CWND_ACTION_DUPACK )) { 

                        ++dupwnd_;      // fast recovery 

                } else if (dupacks_ < numdupacks_ && singledup_ ) { 

                        send_one(); 

                } 

        } 

        if (tcph->seqno() >= last_ack_) 

                // Check if ACK is valid.  Suggestion by Mark Allman. 

                valid_ack = 1; 

        Packet::free(pkt); 

#ifdef notyet 

        if (trace_) 

                plot(); 

#endif 

        /* 

         * Try to send more data 

         */ 

 

   if (valid_ack || aggressive_maxburst_) 

        if (dupacks_ == 0 || dupacks_ > numdupacks_ - 1) 

                send_much(0, 0, maxburst_); 

} 




